
FADE IN

EXT. STRAND BEACH - SUNSET - EVENING

COLE surfing

TALI watches from the beach

TALI

(V.O.)

If we know the path our life is

going to take, will we change it?

Will we allow the hurt and the

pain to follow us on our journey

through life? I doubt it. We will

take only the happiness - consume

it, multiply it, engulf it,

relish it. But will we grow in

such a perfect world? No, I

believe we will become stagnant,

immature and unchallenged

creatures, unworthy of the Lord

and unable to be His servants.

There is no map to guide us on

how to react to obstacles

interrupting our desired peaceful

existence. No matter how many

times we imagine how we will deal

with tragedy, when the occasion

arises, there are no rules. Our

emotions run riot, taking control

of our senses, and we cannot but

submit to them - whether they

compel us to panic, be calm, be

hysterical or be silent. How do

we move forward from deepest

despair? Do we try to overcome it

on our own, or do we wallow in

self pity, hindering any chance

we might have of finding

happiness again? Or do we immerse

ourselves in the love of our

family, friends and God? The

choice is yours! My life was

perfect, happy and simple. I was

content and believed nothing

would go wrong in my world. Well

it did and my life was torn apart

and I was thrown into a conundrum

of turmoil - uncontrollably

spiraling downwards and

completely unable to keep

everything from falling apart.

What choice did I make?
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INT. TALI’S HOUSE - BEDROOM - MORNING

Tali sleeps peacefully. Sun shines through split in

curtains onto her face. CELLPHONE BLARES MUSIC TUNE. She

looks at screen.

"Leaving for Mossel Bay. C u 2moro. Luv u"

INT. DRIVING -TALI’S CAR - MORNING

Tali driving. Looks for Cell phone. Can’t find it.

TALI

(O.S)

You can be so stupid

Makes U-turn

TALI(CONT’D)

Please let me not be late. Please

let me not be late!

INT. OFFICE - ENTRANCE QUAD - TALI’S CAR- MORNING

TALI’S POV (INSIDE CAR) - ENTRANCE

TAPS fingers on STEERING WHEEL

impatiently. Huge gates slowly

open.

Gates opened. Overlander truck moving into position. She

still cannot enter. TAPS FEVERISHLY.

STAFF milling about waiting to load truck.

TALI’S POV (INSIDE CAR) - DASHBOARD

Looks at clock - 8.15am

TALI

(O.S)

Oh flip I’m so late

Truck moves into parking spot. She moves into quad.

REVERSE ANGLE

Tali - mischievous grin

BLOWS HOOTER

TALI’S POV (INSIDE CAR) - QUAD

Staff GET FRIGHT

TALI(CONT’D)

(CONTINUED)
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(O.S)

CHUCKLES ALOUD

Stops abruptly when she notices

JOSH amongst the staff.

TALI(CONT’D)

(O.S)

Oh no. Now I’m in trouble. The

boss is going to skin me

EXT. ENTRANCE QUAD - TALI CAR - MORNING

LOCKS car DOOR. Hurriedly walks past staff to office foyer

doors.

JOSH

Thanks for waking us all up.

Tali looks up. Embarrassed - blushes

TALI

You’re welcome.

INT. OFFICE FOYER - DOORS - MORNING

BOOKER opens door for Tali to enter. Smiles.

BOOKER

Morning Ms Medeck

TALI

Hi Booker

Rushes past Booker to elevators, pushes button, waits.

TALI(CONT’D)

(V.O)

Which of you two elevators will

be the lucky prize and take me to

my floor?

(Italian accent)

Elevator 1 LIGHT FLASHES, PINGS

TALI(CONT’D)

(V.O)

Too bad number 2

(Italian accent)

She steps into elevator.

SHELLY runs into lift just as the doors are closing.
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INT. ELEVATOR - MORNING

SHELLY

That was so fantastic

TALI

Glad I can amuse you

SHELLY

We all got such a fright, but to

top it all Josh joined in. He

never joins in. Bet you didn’t

see that one coming.

Laughs.

TALI

Laughs.

I was there remember. What a way to start the day, was bad

enough that I was late. Suppose I will get a memo from the

DE LUCA’S No Hooting by order.

Elevator doors open on first floor.

Shelly exits still giggling.

INT. THIRD FLOOR - TALI OFFICE - TALI DESK - MORNING

Throws bag and laptop on desk, walks to coffee machine

CHERI AND SONDRA already drinking coffee.

CHERI

What’s got your goat this

morning?

SONDRA

COLE proposed?

TALI

Oh I wish but no. I blew my

hooter in the quad, gave everyone

a fright including Josh, and he

actually made fun of me and

joined in with everyone’s

laughter. This has got to be a

first.

PHONE RINGS from Tali’s desk. She moves to desk to answer.

CHERI

(O.S)

Probably Mr De Luca calling to

scold you.

Tali sits and takes a deep breath. Picks up phone.

(CONTINUED)
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TALI

Tali speaking

COLE

Hello sunshine

TALI

I’m so glad it’s you. I made Josh

actually speak to me because I

was stupid enough to blow my

hooter while they were loading

the trucks.

Wait why didn’t you phone me on my cell phone?

Relaxes into her chair

COLE

Take a look you’ll probably find

it’s flat. I’ve left you a few

nice messages.

She digs for her phone in her bag. It’s flat.

TALI

Clearly I did not charge it last

night and never looked properly

when I got your message this

morning. I’m such an idiot!

COLE

Okay I got to go. Interview with

Mr Fredrick now. Love you.

TALI

Love you. Chat later.

SIGHS. Puts phone on charge.

SONDRA

So when are you two going to tie

the knot?

TALI

Duno. It’s good the way it is.

Why mess with it.

Shrugs shoulders

SONDRA

Talking about weddings. My

bridesmaid and flower girl’s

dresses are finished.

CHERI

Have the De Luca’s replied yet?

(CONTINUED)
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SONDRA

No not yet but I know they won’t

come. why would the bosses make

an effort to come to my wedding.

They’ve never attending any staff

wedding before.

CHERI

It still confounds me as to why

you invited them in the first

place.

SONDRA

An expensive gift.

All laugh

INT. THIRD FLOOR - TALI OFFICE -AFTERNOON

Tali, Cheri and Sondra working at desks. Sondra’s PHONE

RINGS

SONDRA

Admin. Sondra speaking

Her face reddens and she CLEARS her THROAT

Tali and Cheri curiously watch her

SONDRA (CONT’D)

Oh, um, no that’s not a problem.

Oh you would? Oh no there is no inconvenience at all. I am

honoured you want to attend. Thank you very much.

Puts the phone down. Stares at it.

CHERI

So. What was that all about?

SONDRA

Looks at Tali and Cheri.

Bewildered.

Josh De Luca accepted my wedding invitation. He is coming

to my wedding and apologizes for replying so late but he

would really love to be there.

TALI AND CHERI

SONDRA’S (POV) - FROM DESK

LAUGHING

SONDRA

Go ahead and laugh you two.

Takes out her wedding file from under her desk.

(CONTINUED)
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SONDRA (CONT’D)

Oh goodness where will I seat

him. Can you imagine him being

anywhere near my aunt Glenda? She

will be drunk and tell him every

sordid detail of my life. Argh

why did I send out that

invitation.

TALI AND CHERI

LAUGHING

SONDRA

Wait your turn is coming one day

Tali. - SULKING FACE

TALI

As long as Cole does not propose

to me in the kitchen. That’s just

so unromantic.

INT. TALI HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - COUCH - EARLY MORNING

TV is on. Tali sleeps on couch.

A HAND SHAKES her awake

Her EYES FLICK open

TALI

Hmm this is the best way to wake

up.

(She says groggily.)

You back early, you should have

let me know you were going to be

early.

COLE

Put your cell phone on.

(Sighs)

Check how many messages you have

my dear.

She sits up quickly and grabs her phone

TALI

Oh goodness I forgot about it. I

put it on charge at work but

never switched it back on. I’m so

sorry.

Cole SNUGGLES up to her on the couch and they both fall

asleep.
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INT. TALI HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - COUCH - AFTERNOON

They wake up.

Cole sits up hastily and checks his phone for the time

COLE

Ah no! We slept the whole day.

The surf was supposed to be

awesome today and I’ve missed it.

Tali swaggers to the bathroom

BATHROOM

TALI

What we going to do for dinner?

LIVING ROOM

COLE

Let’s go to Rumps.

INT. RUMPS RESTAURANT - TABLE - EVENING

Cole picks at his food.

COLE

I did an interview today with a

famous horse racing commentator,

NICK DRUMMOND. It’s going to be a

really great piece but it’s not

the real story I want to publish.

TALI

What is then?

COLE

It’s his story of the work he has

done since then. How he committed

to God.

TALI

Really?

COLE

Yeah. You’d be surprised at the

amount of sport celebs that are

Christians and do fantastic work,

Obviously we don’t publish that

though. I mean our magazine is a

sports mag and our readers are

not interested in the other

stuff.

(CONTINUED)
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TALI

That’s ridiculous

COLE

No really, they won’t publish it.

They claim anything to do with

Christianity belongs in a

Christian mag and definitely not

ours.

TALI

Do you discuss Christianity with

other celebs

COLE

Sure I do. I always tell them how

you and your family are such good

Christians but I’m not. They

usually then tell me to give God

a chance and to hold onto you.

(evil smile)

That’s when I tell them you’re a

dragon with missing teeth and bad

breath.

Tali PLONKS a PLAYFUL PUNCH on his arm.

TALI

What do you say to them when they

tell you that?

COLE

Tell me what?

TALI

You know. When they tell you to

change your life.

COLE

Oh, I tell them that I do think

about it and that I’m sure it

will happen one day. And then

they always say you never know

when your time is up and it might

be too late.

TALI

So what do you think about that?

COLE

Well I do think about it and I

know your Church seems to have

the right answers. I just think I

need to know a bit more before I

make any kind of commitment. I

think one should take it very

seriously. You know it’s not

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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COLE (cont’d)
something you can just change

your mind about when you feel

like it at a later stage.

TALI

Well if you want to find out

more, I’ll help you okay, or I

can ask someone else to study

with you when you’re ready,

whatever you prefer. Just ask

okay?

COLE

Thanks love, if anyone is going

to study with me it’ll be you and

your dad.

EXT. RESTAURANT - PATHWAY - EVENING

Tali and Cole walking back to the car

COLE

We should get married here when

we eventually do.

Tali stops walking. Stares at Cole unsure if she heard

correctly

TALI

Um, that was out of the blue.

COLE

Yeah I know, but it would be

perfect don’t you think. I mean

we love the place and we’ve

always said we don’t want a lot

of people at our wedding.

TALI

Venue check

Makes an invisible tick with her hand

INT. TALI HOUSE - KITCHEN - EVENING

Tali puts kettle on

Cole stands behind her. Puts his arms around her. Kisses

her neck.

COLE

I’m sorry

TALI

(Turns to face Cole)

For what?

(CONTINUED)
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COLE

I shouldn’t have said anything

about a wedding. Stupid of me to

just blurt out something like

that. It’s made you a little

nervous.

TALI

Don’t be sorry. Don’t ever be

sorry about something like that.

At least I know you don’t plan on

leaving me. I think it will be

the perfect place.

COLE

Where would I go love? You know

the rest of my life is with you.

I love you like crazy.

Holds her face in his hands. Kisses her forehead, nose and

lips softly. He pulls her closer to him.

COLE

Forget the Horlicks.

INT. OFFICE FOYER - DOORS - MORNING

Booker opens door for Tali to enter foyer

TALI

Morning Booker

BOOKER

Morning Ms Medeck

She walks toward elevators and stands in front of them.

Pushes buttons. SHIVERS a little from the CHILL in the

air.

TALI

(V.O.)

Number two today, come on number

two.

(French accent)

JOSH

(O.S.)

Good morning Tali

Tali SQUEALS with FRIGHT as she turns around to see Josh

behind her

TALI

Oh Josh, good morning. How are

you?

(CONTINUED)
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Both enter elevator

TALI

(mumbles to herself in a

French accent)

Ah well done number two

JOSH

Sorry for startling you. I’m fine

thank you and you?

TALI

Well thanks

Tali presses buttons three and four

The elevators are slow. The SILENCE is UNCOMFORTABLE

TALI(CONT’D)

They should put cartoons on the

doors so you can amuse yourself

while you’re riding in the

elevators.

Puts hand over her mouth and blushes. Looks at the floor

to avoid Josh

JOSH

Hmm. Think you are right. I’ll

get BRETT and GREG onto it right

away.

(chuckles)

TALI

I didn’t mean that. Don’t take me

seriously please.

Doesn’t dare look at him.

JOSH

But it is a good idea

The elevators start to open on the third floor. Tali

rushes out of the elevator before the doors are completely

open.

INT. THIRD FLOOR - TALI’S OFFICE - TALI’S DESK - MIDDAY

Tali working on computer. It CHIMES a SKYPE tone

"CHERI: Have you read the email from Sondra’s bridesmaid?"

"TALI: No"

"CHERI: DENISE wants me and you to create a diversion on

Saturday to make sure Sondra is surprised."

(CONTINUED)
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"TALI: We can pretend to be going a girls night. We are

overdue for one."

"CHERI: Excellent. But we will probably be a bunch of wet

blankets in comparison to Sondra’s crazy relatives.

(Stifles a laugh, so as not to raise Sondra’s attention)

Tali PHONE RINGS

TALI

Tali speak.....

INTERCUT phone conversation

ROSE

Guess what?

TALI

What mother?

ROSE

ERIC is bringing a girlfriend to

meet us at dinner tonight. He has

a girlfriend. My Eric has a

girlfriend. I bet she is perfect

for him.

TALI

You’re joking. What did he get

his laptop to walk?

(Laughs at her own joke)

ROSE

TALIA-MAY that is not a nice

thing to say. Don’t you and Cole

be late tonight, we don’t want to

give her a bad impression of our

family - okay.

TALI

Oh mother please. She won’t be

royalty, she’s probably a

computer nerd just like him.

She puts the phone down and SHAKES her HEAD.

Cheri and Sondra are looking at her with interest.

TALI

It’s Thursday, which means dinner

with my parents. Tonight my

brother is finally bringing a

girl to dinner and my mother as

expected has planned the wedding

already.
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INT. LEON AND ROSE HOUSE - KITCHEN - EVENING

Tali PLANTS a KISS on ROSE’S head.

TALI

Hi mum

ROSE

Cole is coming isn’t he?

Rose rushes between appliances in the kitchen.

LOUNGE

LEON

Hello Talia-May

Tali goes to her father. Sits cuddles next to him on the

couch.

TALI

Hi dad, how was your day?

LEON

Busy as usual, but someone has to

pay the bills and fortunately I

have God on my side.

DOORBELL gives a short BUZZ

ENTRANCE HALL

The Jack Russell dog RUNS to the

door EXCITEDLY

Cole enters the house and picks up the dog. He allows the

dog to lick his face hello.

LOUNGE

TALI

Argh no man Cole. That’s so

disgusting.

COLE

Why? he is just saying hello.

He puts the dog down and goes to kiss Rose hello in the

kitchen.

KITCHEN

ROSE

Eric is bringing his girlfriend

over for dinner, He has a

girlfriend now.

Cole smiles and moves to the lounge

(CONTINUED)
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LOUNGE

COLE

Hello LEON. How you doing?

Shakes Leon’s hand. Sits in the armchair.

Looks at TV

Anything good happening in the world today

LEON

Hello Cole, just negative news.

Why can’t they concentrate on the

positive in the world is beyond

me.

KITCHEN

ROSE

Talia-May get your father and

Cole something to drink.

Talia worms her way off the couch.

ENTRANCE HALL

Eric and JUDITH walk in

Tali does directly to Eric

TALI

Eric you little sneak

(Hugs Eric as he blushes)

So! When did all this happen? And

why didn’t you ever say anything

to me?

Hi I’m Tali

Gives Judith a hug

ROSE

Anxiously waiting her turn to be

introduced to Judith

Talia-May is her proper name

ERIC

Be careful of her she bites

JUDITH

Yes and when us ladies get

together we all become vampires -

HOOO OOOHH

(CONTINUED)
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ERIC

Oh No one second with my sister

and you’re already corrupted.

Tali punches Eric’s arm. Eric groans. They both laugh

ROSE

What will Judith think of us. We

are not violent people.

JUDITH

That’s okay Rose. My brother and

I play fight all the time and

he’s older and much bigger than

me so I always lose.

Leon and Cole join the group

TALI TAKES COLE’S ARM

TALI

This is Cole and my father Leon

LEON

Lovely to meet you dear,

hopefully now that everyone is

here we can actually eat sometime

soon. I’m starving

ROSE

Oh shush do you ever go hungry

Everyone laughs and head to the dining table

DINING TABLE

Table is set with food for a feast

All sit

COLE

Looks good Rose. I’m so hungry so

don’t expect any leftovers. I

never get food like this when I

visit Tali

ROSE

(gasps)

I taught her how to cook - she

had to help me with dinner every

night as well as when we had

guests. Don’t let her tell you

she cannot cook.

TALI

I can cook. I just choose not to.

(CONTINUED)
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ROSE

(Horrified)

Talia-May how could you! I did

not raise you to neglect your

duties. A woman’s duty is to cook

food for her man. What will

Cole’s parents think of you

Cole laughs and rubs his hands together

COLE

Oh really. This is very good news

LEON

Let’s eat and discuss Talia-May’s

cooking skills later. Shall we

They all hold hands as Leon says grace.

TALI

Judith are you also into

computers like Eric

JUDITH

Goodness no! I am a dance

instructor at Somerset West

School of dancing.

TALI

Frowns

Then how on earth did you and brother meet

JUDITH

We met at a mutual friends house

two months ago, became friends on

Facebook, met for a coffee date

that became a dinner date and

have had many more dates since.

(smiles affectionately at

Eric and holds his hand.

Eric blushes)

INT. TALI’S HOUSE - KITCHEN - TABLE - MORNING

COLE

so since I was away I haven’t

really heard the low down on

Sondra’s hen party. So. Spill

TALI

Well we manage to surprise

Sondra.
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INT. SHELTERS CLUB - CLUB HALL - EVENING (FLASHBACK)

TALI

(V.O.)

Cheri and I found ourselves a

table against a wall while Denise

got her changed into a schoolgirl

outfit and then sat her on a

chair in the middle of the stage.

This short, well built man called LOUIE, covered in body

oil with nothing on but a g-string and a bow-tie, walks

onto the stage as soon as the lights went dim and this

really seductive music starts to play. He begins this

erotic dancing all over Sondra, rubbing himself on her. It

was so crazy. Her family and other friends were screaming

and shouting out all sorts of obscenities. Sondra couldn’t

even bare to look, she covered her face with her hands and

then her crazy aunt Glenda ties her hands behind her back.

Next thing Glenda is dancing with this Louie and

practically forcing him onto Sondra at the same time.

Finally the song ends and Sondra begs one of the ladies to

untie her hands. the next song begins and Louie starts to

dance again. Sondra had now had enough. She grabbed Denise

by the arm and beckon to Louie to join them. She must have

said some choice words to them in earnest - her hands were

gesturing wildly.

Louie then tells everyone that he is finished. Well did

Glenda kick up a fuss, ranting and raving and before

anyone really knew what had happened Glenda and Denise

were in a fully fledged argument, their voices far above

the deafening music they had begun to play.

Sondra then marches over to us, you could literally see

the storm cloud of anger over her head.

She begs us to take her home and was already in tears. So

we snuck out of there so fast, grabbed her clothes from

the bathroom and went to the mall. Sondra changed in the

car.

It was too late for dinner so we just went to watch the

late show and then we all came back here to my place and

had ourselves a PJ party.

END FLASHBACK

TALI (CONT’D)

Looks at the clock

We had better start getting ready for the wedding.

(CONTINUED)
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TALI (CONT’D)

Looks at the clock

We had better start getting ready for the wedding.

BEDROOM

Tali looks at herself in the mirror - her reflection

reveals herself in a knee-length dark green dress with

three quarter sleeves, a low V-neck and broad waist band.

She picks up her green and black pashmina as she walks out

of the bedroom toward the lounge.

LOUNGE

TALI’S POV (WALKING TOWARD THE LOUNGE)

- COLE

He is balancing precariously on

the couch taking care not to

crease his beige suit with a

green shirt that matches her

dress.

TALI

Oh Cole, you’re so beautiful.

COLE

Hey that’s supposed to be my

line.

(Holds Tali shoulders at

arms length - smiles)

You my love are a vision.

(Reaches into his jacket

pocket and pulls out a

little blue box)

I saw these in Mossel Bay and,

well, I remembered what colour

you said you were going to wear,

so I thought they might match

well. I don’t know if you’ll like

them though.

Tali opens the box eagerly.

TALI

Oh love they’re so beautiful.

They’re so perfect. I’ll just go

put them on.

Runs to the bedroom.

COLE

Do they look okay?

Tali comes sauntering back into the lounge very happy.

(CONTINUED)
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TALI

I love them. I love you. They’re

perfect. You’re perfect. Thank

you so much.

She throws her arms around Cole in a lengthy hug.

EXT. WEDDING CHAPEL GARDEN - WELCOME AREA - AFTERNOON

Tali,Cole, Cheri and TIAN sipping cherry. Admiring

stunning scenery.

COLE

WOW. This is something else.

There are no words to describe.

GROUP

Hmmmm.

JOSH

(O.S.)

Hello Tali, Cheri

(They all jump out of their

dream-like state.)

Hello I’m Josh De Luca

Shakes hands with Cole and Tian.

TALI

Hello Josh. This is Cole, my

boyfriend and Tian, Cheri’s

husband.

CHERI

(Whispers in Tali’s ear)

Wow, If I weren’t married and he

wasn’t my boss.

Tali stifles a laugh

TALI

Isn’t this place beautiful

JOSH

I came here once before for a

fortieth wedding anniversary. The

mountains seemed greener then but

maybe that’s because it was

overcast. But it was still breath

taking.

A MAN RINGS a BELL and everyone makes their way into the

chapel.
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INT. CHAPEL - PEW SEATS - AFTERNOON

Neville and his best man stand upfront. He smiles and

nervously waves at Tali and Cheri.

They sit in the pew - Cheri, Tian, Josh, Tali and Cole.

Tali moves forward and motions for Cheri to sit next to

her. Cheri shrugs her shoulders and looks unsure

JOSH

Cheri please swop places with me,

then you and Tali can compare

notes during the ceremony.

(Josh laughs, Cole snickers)

They play musical chairs.

CHERI

This is going to be an

interesting day isn’t it.

Two LITTLE GIRLS enter the chapel. Everyone rises. Denise

enters behind the little girls.

Sondra enters the chapel on the arm of her FATHER walking

towards Neville.

CHERI

She’s perfect

INT. RECEPTION MARQUEE - ENTRANCE - TABLE SEATING BOARD -

AFTERNOON

Tali and Cole look at the table seating plan and see that

Josh is sitting at their table.

TALI

What are we going to say to him

for practically a whole evening.

I don’t even know what his

interests are.

COLE

Well, guess we’ll find out soon

enough. Maybe Tian and him will

hit it off really well and we

won’t have to worry about him at

all.

TALI

I like the way you think, I still

can’t get over the fact that he

is even here. It just doesn’t

make sense at all.
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INT. RECEPTION MARQUEE - TABLE - EARLY EVENING

Tali and Cole arrive at the table. Josh is filling the

glasses of wine with drinks. Cheri, Tian are already

seated.

A SCREECH of LAUGHTER resounds from the entrance of the

marquee.

TALI’S POV (FROM HER TABLE)- GLENDA walking to her table

with a bottle of wine in one hand and a full glass in the

other.

TALI

Oh Goodness, the party hasn’t

even started yet. I really hope

she doesn’t embarrass Sondra.

CHERI

I think Neville will knock her

block off her shoulders after the

hen party episode.

JOSH

Who is that?

TALI

That is Glenda. The crazy aunt.

JOSH

Well we all have at least one

such a person in our family in

some form or manner.

TALI

That we do.

Tali takes a sip of wine. Cheri giggles and also sips her

wine.

JOSH

Have you known Sondra for long.

(Speaks to both Tali and

Cheri)

CHERI

No, just since working together;

the three of us have become good

friends.

JOSH

Looks at Cole

What do you do?

(CONTINUED)
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COLE

I’m a freelance sports writer for

Sports Today. It entails a lot of

traveling but it’s a great gig.

TIAN

How about you Josh? Always been

at Rio Adventures?

JOSH

No - I’ll start from the

beginning. My father to South

Africa chasing after a woman he

met while she was on holiday in

Italy. He found her, married her

and has lived here ever since. I

went to university and then went

tot Italy for a year. In that

year while I was away he started

Rio Adventures as the

international tourism started to

take shape here he grabbed the

opportunity. I had to come back

and help him and the rest as they

say is history.

ENTRANCE

The bridal party make their entrance. Everyone stands as

they make their way through the middle of the tables to

the bridal table.

Everyone applauds.

DANCE FLOOR

Sondra and Neville open the dance floor to their chosen

song. The parents join them and then the rest of the

Denise and the best man. Then other guests add to the

dance floor. Not Tali’s table.

MOMENTS LATER

The cake is cut

MOMENTS LATER

The flowers and the garter are

thrown

MOMENT LATER

Guests dancing to music played by

DJ.

TABLE

Glenda swaggles to Tali table

(CONTINUED)
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GLENDA

What a handsome table. I should

be sitting here. So which one of

you delicious young men is going

to ask me to dance?

Glenda sways in a figure 8 motion grabbing hold of the

back of the unoccupied chair.

TALI

Glenda someone is calling you

over there.

(Points to anywhere)

Glenda spins around half taking

the chair with her. Walks

forward. Changes direction to the

dance floor and starts to dance

by herself spilling her wine

everywhere.

DANCE FLOOR

DJ changes the music to a lively song. Most guests go to

dance. Tali and Cole too.

TALI

Oh dear Josh is all by himself.

He should’ve brought a partner

with.

TALI’S POV (FROM DANCE FLOOR) - JOSH

AT THE TABLE ALONE

COLE

Well you’ll just have to dance

with him then wont you.

(Very mischievous grin)

TALI

Forget it! Don’t you dare do that

to me.

Cole laughs as the dance to the end of the song.

Song ends. Tali and Cole return to the table.

TABLE

Cole looks to Josh. Drinking his beer.

COLE

Do you enjoy dancing at all

JOSH

Actually I do very much. My aunt

whom I lived with in Italy was an

instructor and she taught me, so

(MORE)
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JOSH (cont’d)
I guess I can dance fairly well.

It was also a very good way to

pick up chicks.

All laugh.

COLE

Well then when the DJ plays that

waltz type of music you should

take Tali for a turn on the

floor, she is very good.

Tali kicks Cole under the table. He jolts from the pain.

JOSH

Well Tali. I would enjoy that

very much if you’d oblige me.

TALI

Sure

Kicks Cole again.

Music changes and Josh stands up and offers his hand to

Tali for a dance.

DANCE FLOOR

Josh holds Tali in perfect pose and they begin to glide

around the dance floor.

Soon everyone sitting at their tables is watching in

admiration.

Song ends.

Josh and Tali start to walk to their table. Similar music

starts again.

JOSH

Care for another dance. It’s a

shame to waste this music

Tali nods, looks at Cole and smiles then takes Josh hand

to dance again.

While dancing Josh speaks to Tali

JOSH

Where did you learn to dance?

TALI

When my brother and I were very

young my parents would throw us

our own private parties and they

would teach us all the ballroom

and Latin American classics.

(CONTINUED)
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JOSH

Wow. That must have been so much

fun. Not many parents do things

like that anymore. I really like

your father.

TALI

You know my dad?

JOSH

Yes. You know we do business with

his tour company from time to

time. I always talk to him

whenever I get the chance.

TALI

Oh yes! Sorry I forgot about

that.

Song ends and they return to the table.

INT. CAR - DRIVING - LATE EVENING

Cole is driving

TALI

How could you do that to me? Make

me dance with Josh like that! You

found it very amusing didn’t you?

COLE

Do you have any idea how great it

was to watch you dance like that?

i know you love it and with me

you never get the chance. You

looked like a pro.

TALI

He is very good so I won’t take

all the credit for looking good.

But yes I did enjoy it. Suppose I

must thank you now?

COLE

Oh you can thank me at home.

(naughty grin)

EXT. STRAND BEACH - AFTERNOON

Tali and MERLE (pregnant with first child) sitting on the

beach watching Cole and GARTH surf.

TALI

Who’d ever thought that at a New

Year’s party three years ago we

would all be friends today.
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MERLE

Honestly I don’t think Garth

would have allowed Cole to date

anyone he did not approve of.

They have been friends for so

long, he would not have anyone

come along and ruin that.

TALI

Well I am only too happy to have

made the grade.

Merle laughs holding onto her pregnant tummy as the baby

kicks.

TALI

I bought the baby the cutest

Winnie the Pooh pram set.

MERLE

Ah that so sweet of you. Garth is

probably going to freak out. He

says by the time you finished

buying gifts the baby will be a

Winnie the Pooh museum.

Cole and Garth finish surfing and walk out the ocean with

their boards towards Tali and Merle.

They gather their things and walk to their cars.

INT. COLE’S FLAT - LIVING ROOM - COUCH - EVENING

Tali sits on the couch while Cole stands his surf board up

against the wall.

TALI

So guess what happened in the

monthly staff meeting today.

COLE

You got fired?

Sits on the couch next to Tali

TALI

Remember the day I mentioned to

Josh about putting up cartoons on

the elevator doors?

COLE

Yeah.

TALI

Well he decided to mention it in

the staff meeting and asked

everyone’s opinion. They all

(MORE)
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TALI (cont’d)
thought it is a great idea so

Greg and Brett have been put to

the task. I thought Cheri and

Sondra were going to die laughing

at my embarrassment.

COLE

Wow. But do you get the final say

since it is your idea?

TALI

Oh no. No one knows it’s my

idea and it’s going to stay that

way for sure. So how was your

interview?

COLE

Sits up eagerly.

Oh it was amazing. He is an

ex-navy admiral who spends all

his free time coaching disabled

children to play wheelchair

baseball.

What an incredible man! He’s been

to every inch of this earth and

has seen so much. He told me such

inspiring stories about the kids

and how through this wheelchair

baseball they have new direction

in life. He knows that other guy

I interviewed - Nick Drummond, do

you remember him? I told you

about him.

TALI

Yes, the, um, horse commentator.

COLE

yes, clever girl. Well they work

for the same charities and attend

the same church. He said that

Nick actually mentioned me to

him. Told him what a good chap I

am.

Cole rubs his chest with his fingers as if shining a

badge.

TALI

What’s his name?

COLE

Henry Lategan. He is such a great

man, he’s 86 and still walks on

the beach everyday.
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Stands up and walks to the kitchen.

KITCHEN

Cole opens fridge and stares into the lack of contents.

COLE

Feel like going to Rumps for

dinner.

LOUNGE

TALI

Definitely.

INT. RUMPS RESTAURANT - TABLE - EVENING

Cole fidgets with the cutlery deep in thought and a bit

nervous.

TALI

Cole what’s wrong? It seems like

you want to say something but you

don’t know how to?

Tali holds Cole’s hand across the table.

Cole plays with the ring on Tali’s forefinger.

COLE

My but you are perceptive.

Cole takes a sip of wine.

COLE (CONT’D)

You know that man i was telling

you about earlier, well he also

spoke to me about God, like Nick

Drummond did. Just like Nick he

said I should really think about

it. So I said I would. Then on my

way home it was all I could think

about. So remember I said if I

wanted anyone to study with me it

would you and your dad, (pauses -

looks beseechingly at Tali.) well

would you?

TALI

You want us to study the Gospel

with you?

COLE

Yes please but if you don’t want

to it’s okay.
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TALI

Don’t want to! Why wouldn’t I

want to? This is wonderful Cole,

I’m so happy.

Tali exclaims rather loudly and stretches over the table

to hug Cole.

TALI(CONT’D)

I’m really happy my love. I know

I haven’t been the best example

of a Christian, I’ve lost my way

a lot and studying with you will

help me too. Oh boy I do hope

you’re ready for my mum when she

finds out. She’s going to explode

with happiness.

Leans over the table again and kisses Cole lightly.

TALI(CONT’D)

Thank you for asking me. I love

you so much.

Cole holds Tali’s hand kissing it tenderly. The moment is

ruined with the arrival of the waiter with their food.

INT. CAR - DRIVING - LATE EVENING

Tali phones Leon, puts her phone on speaker so Cole can

hear.

LEON

Hello Talia-May this is a lovely

surprise.

TALI

Hi daddy, it’s not a bad time is

it?

LEON

No, no. Is something the matter?

TALI

Tali holds the phone to her chest. Speaks to Cole before

answering Leon.

Do you want to ask him?

Cole shakes his head, indicates with his hand for Tali to

continue.

TALI(CONT’D)

No dad, nothings wrong. But I

have got some great news. Dad

Cole wants to study with you and

me. He wants to learn the Gospel.
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Tali looks at Cole beaming.

LEON

Oh Praise the Lord! This is

wonderful.

TALI

When will it suit you? It will

probably be best at your house.

LEON

Well you’re coming over on

Thursdays as always so we can

just start then. May I speak with

him please?

TALI

You on speaker so go ahead.

COLE

Hi Leon. Good evening, how are

you?

LEON

Ah, Cole my boy. I am very well

and very happy. This is a good

thing you are doing, you will

see. Will Thursday be good with

you.

COLE

Yeah it makes sense. Tali can

fill me in on anything I need to

bring along.

LEON

I have everything you will need.

You must just bring an open heart

that’s willing to hear. This

really makes me happy Cole,

Talia-May’s mum and I have been

praying for this for a long time.

COLE

Thanks Leon, I’m looking forward

to it. See you Thursday then.

Switches the phone off.

COLE (CONT’D)

What do you think Eric will say?

TALI

He’ll be happy all right. I

wonder if Judith will be

encouraged by you. Maybe she

isn’t even aware that Eric is a

(MORE)
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TALI (cont’d)

Christian. Wow that’s actually

shocking thinking about it. Both

Eric and I have adopted a very

lazy attitude towards our

Christianity. Well that’s going

to change for me as of right now.

Cole is not listening, his thought are a million miles

away.

TALI

Cole. Thursday is okay for you.

It isn’t too soon?

Cole looks at her confused.

COLE

No not at all. Thursday is good.

Just one thing though.

Pulls the car into Tali’s house driveway.

Switches car off. Sits and looks at Tali.

COLE

Don’t say anything to my parents

just yet. They’ll have so many

questions and I’d rather wait

until the study is finished so I

can have the correct answers for

them. The other thing is that,

um, I don’t have a Bible.

(Grimaces)

Tali reaches over and hugs him

TALI

Not to worry. My dad has plenty.

INT. THIRD FLOOR - TALI OFFICE - TALI DESK - MORNING

Tali phone rings.

TALI

Tali speaking - hello.

BRETT

We’ve been told you can help us

out with the cartoons on the

elevators.

TALI

(Indignant)

Who told you that?
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BRETT

Josh suggested it. He seems to

think you have some great ideas.

We didn’t know you two were

buddies!

TALI

We are not!

Tali slams the phone down annoyed.

TALI

Suddenly Josh is all Mr.

Friendly. I told him to keep me

out of it. What’s wrong with him?

Tali leaves the office in a huff. Cheri and Sondra watch

amused.

INT. FIRST FLOOR - MARKETING OFFICE -BIG NOTICE BOARDS -

MORNING

TALI’S POV (WALKING INTO MARKETING OFFICE) - GREG AND

BRETT LOOKING AT CARTOONS ON THE NOTICE BOARDS.

GREG

Hey Tali. Here are a few

suggestions. What do you think?

Tali, Greg and Brett examine the various cartoons on the

notice board. Tali points to the one she likes best.

TALI

Okay. Yes this one is my

favourite. So you can leave me

alone now. Josh make sure Josh

approves it first.

GREG

But Josh said we can go with

whichever one you decide is best.

What have you done to our boss.

He is so friendly lately,

especially when you involved.

TALI

Shut-up. That isn’t true.

Leaves in another huff.

INT. LEON AND ROSE HOUSE - LOUNGE - EVENING

Tali and Cole sit on the couch. Leon sits in the armchair.

Rose is still fussing in the kitchen cleaning up after

dinner.
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LEON

Rose leave that. Let’s study

first and clean up later.

Rose enters the lounge still wiping her hands on a dish

towel.

She sits in the armchair next to Leon.

Leon is just about to start talking and Rose gets up and

disappears into Leon’s study. She returns with a Bible in

her hand. She gives it to Cole.

Cole opens the Bible totally thrilled and reads the

message Rose has written to him on the inside front page.

While he is reading Tali gets up and goes to the kitchen

and returns with a gift bag. She sits next to Cole again

handing him the gift bag at the same time.

Cole is surprised and full of smiles. He opens the gift

bag and takes out a leather Bible cover that has his name

on the cover.

INSERT - BIBLE COVER

Cole’s name written in gold on the black leather cover -

COLE MELLORS

COLE

Wow. Thanks so much Leon and

Rose. Thanks. Thanks.

(Very touched)

Cole looks at Tali, blows her a kiss and a wink.

COLE (CONT’D)

Thanks love. It’s perfect.

LEON

You are welcome Cole, even if I

had nothing to do with this.

(Smiles)

Shall we get started now. Let’s

pray.

((SHOW REPEAT OF STUDIES))

LEON

Let’s have a break. How about a

refill of coffee.

Tali and Rose GET UP.

LEON (CONT’D)

Well Cole, How do feel so far

about the study.
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COLE

I’m really blown away Leon.

LEON

So are you ready to accept Jesus

as your Saviour, to obey the

Truth and God’s Word.

COLE

NODS his head.

I most certainly am. Will you

baptize me Leon.

KITCHEN

Tali and Rose YELL out with DELIGHT.

Tali runs to the lounge and throws her arms around Cole.

LOUNGE

TALI

I’m so happy love.

ROSE

Gives Cole a BIG MAMMA BEAR HUG.

Cole dear, this is wonderful. and

now you can go with Leon to the

men’s lectureship soon.

LEON

ELATION shows on Leon’s face and yet he REMAINS

GENTLEMANLY CALM.

I would be delighted to son,

whenever you are ready.

COLE

Can we do it in the sea, or is

that not allowed?

ROSE

Jesus was baptized in a river,

the sea will be no different.

COLE

Well can we go now? I’m afraid to

wait until morning. Maybe I die

tonight.

LEON

LAUGHS

Now is excellent and the sea

awaits us then. We can go to the

(MORE)
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LEON (cont’d)
section on the beach where the

flood lights are, they should

still be on.

COLE

Great, I have a change of clothes

in my car. I always have spare in

case the surf is good along my

road trips.

EXT. STRAND BEACH - FLOOD LIT SECTION - EDGE OF OCEAN -

EVENING

The NIGHT is FREEZING. Tali is DRESSED like an ESKIMO.

They stand at the edge of the ocean holding hands as leon

prays.

Cole and Leon WALK into the BITTERLY COLD WATER.

Tali and Rose WATCH, holding towels and jackets.

Rose puts her arms around Tali LOVINGLY.

TALI

Thanks mum, you and dad are just

perfect. I love you.

TIGHTENS her ARM around Rose. RESTS her HEAD on Rose’s

HEAD.

ROSE

This is wonderful. God knows our

prayers and tonight He’s answered

mine. I love you too.

IN THE OCEAN

Cole and Leon stand waist high in the FREEZING WATER.

Leon holds Cole around his waist ready to dip him below

the water.

He ASKS Cole IMPORTANT questions

LEON

Do you Cole accept Jesus as the

Christ and as your Saviour?

COLE

Yes.

LEON

Do you believe and understand

that when you are fully immersed

in the water you have been buried

(MORE)
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LEON (cont’d)
with Christ and when you come out

you are born anew in the Living

Christ.

COLE

Yes sir.

LEON

Do you Cole Mellors repent of

your sins and by this baptism

you wash your sins away by the

blood of Jesus.

COLE

Yes.

Leon DUNKS Cole BELOW THE SURFACE OF THE FLAT OCEAN WATER

AND RISES HIM UP AGAIN. WASHED.

They walk out of the ocean back onto the shore. Their

TEETH CLATTERING from the COLD.

Cole HUGS Leon.

Tali and Rose cover them in the towels and jackets.

Leon QUICKLY says PRAYER.

INT. TALI’S HOUSE - KITCHEN - EVENING

Tali making Horlicks.

cole walks into the kitchen freshly showered.

Holds Tali around the waist.

COLE

Now that I am also a Christian -

smiles nervously

Lets go of Tali’s waist and holds her hands. Stares at

their joined hands for a few seconds. Looks back at Tali

apprehensively.

COLE (CONT’D)

I, um, I want to know, or to ask

you, um, if you, or um, will you

marry me? I um, don’t have a ring

or anything yet but I just want

to check with you, you know if

you want to. I will ask leon

first, then um, we can make it

official, or not, if you want to,

um, well, will you, what you

think?

Tali takes a few seconds to register.
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YELLS

Throws her arms around him.

TALI

Yes. Yes. Yes. YES

The kiss fervently.

INT. TALI’S HOUSE - BEDROOM - MORNING

Sun shines through a gap in the blinds, hitting Tali in

the face.

Wakes up reluctantly as she hears the door being unlocked

and someone entering the house.

Cole walks into the room and pulls the duvet and blanket

off Tali. Drags her by the feet off the bed.

TALI

NO COLE! - SCREECHES and LAUGHS

in a half GROAN.

It’s too cold. It’s still too

early.

COLE

Time to get up. Can’t sleep all

day on the first day of my new

life.

Tali is on the floor and tries to curl up into the

blanket.

Cole drags Tali and the blanket to the bathroom.

Both are laughing like little children on a playground.

TALI

You’re so cruel, it’s cold. Okay

okay I’ll get up I promise.

BATHROOM

Tali staggers in the process of getting up off the floor

and looks at herself in the mirror.

Her hair is a crazy mess.

COLE

Stands in doorway

Jo you look at right mess
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TALI

It’s your fault. Remember you

will have to look at this every

morning for the rest of your

life.

COLE

Well I will have the greatest

alarm clock ever cause you’ll

shock me awake for sure.

INT. CHURCH - AUDITORIUM - MORNING

Rose is introducing Cole and Tali to all the members of

the church.

Service begins and they all sit down.

Minister Wade stands behind the podium.

MINISTER WADE

Welcome all to our service this

morning and a special welcome to

Cole Mellors into the body of

Christ. Cole was baptised during

the week after studying with

brother Leon. Please come up here

Cole.

Cole gets up and goes to stand next to Minister Wade

facing the congregation. Minister Wade prays to welcome

Cole in God’s family.

CHURCH ENTRANCE FOYER

The ole ladies mull around Cole introducing themselves to

him.

Tali goes to rescue him.

TALI

We should go Cole, sorry to steal

him away from you ladies but we

have another appointment to get

to.

INT. GARTH AND MERLE’S HOUSE - DOORWAY - MIDDAY

Garth opens the door.

Cole and Tali waiting on the other side to enter. Cole has

his board and his bag in his arms.

GARTH

About time you guys got here. The

swell is great.I was about to go

by myself if you didn’t pitch

soon.
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COLE

Give me a sec to change

GARTH

I’ll put your board in the bakkie

so long.

Cole kisses Merle on the forehead and rushes off to the

bedroom to change. Two minutes he returns, kisses Tali on

his way out of the house with Garth.

LOUNGE

Merle sprawls her heavily pregnant body out on the couch.

Tali walks into the lounge from the kitchen with two cups

of tea. Merle talks about the pregnancy.

Cole and Garth return after only being gone for half an

hour.

They put their boards down and move into the lounge.

TALI

That was quick.

GARTH

Ja, so much for that swell - very

disappointed.

Garth goes to change in the bedroom, Cole goes to the

bathroom.

Tali and Merle laugh.

Men return to the lounge.

Garth sits on the end of the couch lifting Merle’s feet

carefully and resting them again on his legs. Cole sits

next to Tali on the other couch.

GARTH

So Cole, we - LOOKS LOVINGLY AT

MERLE - have something to tell

you.

(pauses in anticipation)

We are going to name the baby

Cole, after you. That cool with

you?

Cole stares at them for a few seconds, clears the lump in

his throat.

COLE

You’re kidding me, seriously? Ah

man that is awesome. This kid is

going to be a legend.
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Gets up and hugs them both.

COLE (CONT’D)

Thanks buddy. Feel touched man.

(Still hugging Garth.)

Composes himself and sits next to Tali, holds her hand.

COLE (CONT’D)

Okay so now it’s our turn for an

announcement, since you started

it. On Thursday night I got

baptized. Tali’s father has been

studying with me and we went to

the beach and did it in the sea.

This morning I went to church for

the first time with Tali.

Brief silence

GARTH

Wow, really? Hey that’s good man.

I know you’d never do anything

you don’t believe in.

MERLE

Cole congrats hey - DOES NOT MOVE

FROM HER POSITION ON COUCH.

COLE

Okay so that’s not all, there’s

more news.

Smiles and puts his arm around Tali.

COLE (CONT’D)

We got engaged on Friday night

too. But I haven’t got a ring

yet.

MERLE

Oh my word! Tali! And you sat

here the whole time and never

said a word. this is fantastic

news you guys - HEAVES HERSELF

OFF THE COUCH.

Hugs all round.

INT. RIO ADVENTURES - ENTRANCE FOYER - MORNING

Freezing cold morning. Tali is dressed like an Eskimo.

Booker opens the door for Tali.
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BOOKER

Morning Miss Medeck, lovely

weather we’re having.

TALI

Please tell me you’re joking.

(Glares at booker.)

BOOKER

Oh no this is the best time of

year.

TALI

Booker please tell me you’ve set

the building temperature to a lot

warmer than this.

BOOKER

LAUGHS

Of course I did Miss Medeck,

wouldn’t want to have everyone

unhappy. I will just stand

outside to enjoy this loveley

weather.

TALI

There must be something wrong

with you, but thank you very much

I will be much happier in my warm

office than out there.

Tali walks toward the elevators - stops - turns back to

talk with Booker

TALI

Are you a Christian? I mean do

you go to Church at all?

BOOKER

Oh yes, I most definitely am and

I most definitely do. Never miss

service for anything.

TALI

Well a very good thing happened

this weekend. Cole got baptized

on Friday night.

BOOKER

God works in the most wonderful

ways.

TALI

Very true. You’re the first

person here I’ve told. You should

feel honoured - CHUCKLES

(CONTINUED)
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Booker poses bragging

Tali waits at the elevators.

TALI

V.O.

Number one today please.

(Japanese accent.)

Number one elevator arrives

TALI (CONT’D)

V.O.

Well done number one.

( Japanese accent.)

Elevator stops at the first floor. Doors open. Tali sees

Greg standing nearby. Greg sees Tali.

GREG

Tali come here quick - SHOUTS

LOUDLY

Tali steps out of the elevator just as the doors are

closing.

INT. FIRST FLOOR - MARKETING OFFICE - MORNING

TALI P.O.V. - A HUGE BOARD STANDS UP AGAINST A WALL. BRETT

GREG AND JOSH STANDING IN FRONT OF IT CONFERRING.

BRETT

Hey Tali, this is awesome. I

can’t believe you came up with

this idea and never said a word.

The men step aside to allow Tali to see the board clearly.

TALI

So much for the secrecy thanks

Josh.

JOSH

I’m sorry Tali it was a slip of

the tongue but credit must be

given where it is due you know.

TALI

So you’ve decided on this one

then.

Tali looks at the board as do the men.

TALI P.O.V. - A CARTOON OF THE OVERLOADER BEING LOADED

WITH MEMBERS OF STAFF INCLUDED.

(CONTINUED)
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TALI

I must admit it is pretty

amusing. Well done guys. Think

this must be a first in any

building ever. maybe you should

patent the rights to it Josh. You

could become famous one day.

JOSH

And if I do don’t think you’ll be

getting any royalties.

Tali LAUGHS and heads back to the elevators.

INT. THIRD FLOOR - TALI’S OFFICE - MORNING

Cheri and Sondra are standing at the coffee machine.

Tali walks into office, puts bag on her desk and walks to

coffee machine.

TALI

You should see the cartoon for

the elevator doors, it’s actually

quite brilliant. Should be up on

the doors in about a weeks time.

CHERI

Maybe you’ll get a raise. It’s

your idea

Tali shrugs her shoulders.

TALI

So ladies I bet neither of you

had a weekend as good as mine?

SONDRA

He proposed?

TALI

Yes he did! Can you believe it?

He did. - ALMOST SHOUTING.

Cheri and Sondra both grab her hand to look for the ring.

TALI

He hasn’t got the ring yet but he

did pop the question in the

kitchen of all places, almost

right after he was baptized.

CHERI AND SONDRA

In the kitchen? - both HORRIFIED.

(CONTINUED)
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CHERI

Wait, back up - he did what?

TALI

Yep. He got baptized Friday night

in the ocean.

CHERI

Wow that’s wonderful and big

congrats my friend I am so happy

for you.

SONDRA

Yes its fantastic Tali, congrats.

Cheri and Sondra hug Tali.

INT. THIRD FLOOR - TALI’S OFFICE - TALI’S DESK - MORNING

Tali is working on her computer. A CHIME and a Skype

message POPS up on her screen.

She reads the message.

"Congratulations on your engagement. I’m sure you and Cole

will be very happy together."

TALI

What have you two done? Who all

have you told and how?

Cheri and Sondra both LAUGH LOUDLY

SONDRA

We told everyone. Actually we

Skyped everyone.

TALI

Well thanks for that. Just got a

message from Josh.

SONDRA

Oh! We didn’t tell him, but then

nothing stays a secret in this

place.

Tali sends a Skype message back to Josh.

Tali P.O.V. - computer screen

"Thank you very much. There is no ring yet but I’m sure

you will get that news as soon as that happens as well"
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EXT. STRAND BEACH - COLE SURFING - AFTERNOON

Tali sits on beach - dressed for North pole watching Cole

surf.

Cole comes running out of the water.Roles down top of

wetsuit and hurriedly dries himself. Puts sweater on.

Cole dives into his bag and frantically looks for

something.

Jumps up holding little box.

TALI

What’s up? - CONFUSED

COLE

Hope you like it. I know you’ve

already said yes, but, will you

marry me?

Hands box to Tali.

TALI

I, um, you bought a ring? Cole!

Opens box.

TALI P.O.V. - A white gold ring, shape of a teardrop

diamond.

TALI(CONT’D)

Oh wow! Cole when did you?

Cole takes the ring. Slips it onto her finger.

COLE

I saw it in a shop and knew you

liked the shape because you liked

the earrings I gave you.

Tali pulls his face towards her and passionately kisses

him.

Cole’s PHONE RINGS. He looks at the caller ID and answers.

Listens. Ends call.

COLE

Merle’s in labour. Garth wants us

to meet him at the hospital. He’s

freaking out a little.
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INT. HOSPITAL - MATERNITY WARD - RECEPTION AREA -

AFTERNOON

Nurse shows Tali and Cole to the waiting room.

They sit.

Garth enters room.

GARTH

So glad you guys are here. I sure

need you.

TALI

How is Merle doing?

GARTH

She’s been going now for four

hours. Doctor says it should be

any time now.

I’m going back to her but you

guys just wait here please. I’ll

come update you when I can.

Tali and Cole hug Garth.

He rushes out the room.

Tali and Cole sit, hold hands and pray.

Tali makes coffee. Anxiously paces up and down.

Garth enters room. Tali and Cole jump up.

Garth stands in the doorway, tears streaming down his

face.

TALI

Garth what is wrong?

Is something wrong?

GARTH

Cole Jnr. is here. He is so tiny

and perfect. I’m a father.

Tali and Cole embrace Garth with much affection.

TALI

How is Merle?

GARTH

She is well. Glad it’s all over.

She will be in the ward in about

half an hour then you can see

her.
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INT. HOSPITAL - MATERNITY WARD - WARD- AFTERNOON

Tali and Cole tiptoe into the ward.

Garth holding Merle’s hand, kissing it as she cuddles Cole

Jnr.

They stare at their baby in complete love and awe.

Merle looks up. Sees Tali and Cole.

MERLE

Thanks for coming. Garth needed

some moral support. I was not

exactly very pleasant back there.

Come meet your godchild.

Cole gingerly takes Cole Jnr. His eyes glisten with tears.

INT. LEON AND ROSE HOUSE - LOUNGE - EVENING

Rose setting down the cooler bags next to the suitcases at

the entrance door.

Eric and leon setting up the GPS.

LEON

Well Cole, think it’s time we got

a move on. You sure you are fine

with the first driving shift.

COLE

For sure, I’ll stick to the roads

I’m familiar with thanks.

EXT. LEON AND ROSE HOUSE - DRIVEWAY - LEON’S CAR - EVENING

Cole packs the last suitcase in Leon’s car.

Group - Farewell hugs and kisses.

Leon and Cole get into car. Drive off.

INT. LEON AND ROSE HOUSE - ROSE BEDROOM - EVENING

Rose in bed. Tali joins her.

TALI

This is really great mum, we

haven’t done this is ages. I

never realized how much I’ve

missed it.

Tali snuggles under duvet next to Rose and puts her arm

over Rose.

Rose pats her hand.

(CONTINUED)
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ROSE

Yes it has been ages, such a pity

you kids grow up. Sleep tight.

Love you.

TALI

Love you to mum.

Tali starts to dose.

CELLPHONE RINGS message tone.

TALI

Can you believe it?

No reply from Rose. Tali looks at Rose. She has already

fallen asleep.

Looks at message.

"Going well, Leon snores so loud LOL. Missing you already.

Luv u sleep tight."

Tali replies.

"Just abt to doze off, in bed with my mum. Drive safe. Luv

u so much chat 2moro.

INT. CHURCH - AUDITORIUM - MORNING

During sermon Tali’s CELLPHONE VIBRATES.

Message from Cole.

"So in awe of God! Having gr8 time. Nick Drummond & Henri

Lategan r also here. Us 4 spend most time tog."

Tali giggles to her self.

SHOW LAPSE OF TIME 1 WEEK - TALI ON PH.??????????

INT. OFFICE FOYER - ELEVATORS - MORNING

TALI

Tali stands in front door.

V.O.

Come on elevator number 2.

(Jamaican accent)

No. 1 elevator arrives.

TALI

V.O.

Bad luck number 2.

(CONTINUED)
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(Jamaican accent)

Tali steps into elevator. Turns around to face the doors.

Presses third floor button.

Sees cartoons on the elevator doors.

She GASPS and LAUGHS out LOUD DELIGHTEDLY.

She takes her cellphone out of her bag to message Cole.

Phone battery is flat.

TALI

V.O.

Argh No man! Not again!

INT. THIRD FLOOR - TALI OFFICE - TALI DESK - MORNING

Tali leaves voice message from land-line to Cole’s

cellphone.

TALI

Hey my phone is flat again

suppose you can believe it. Just

wanted to tell you the cartoons

are on the elevator doors and

they look absolutely fabulous. I

miss you so much, cant wait to

see you Sunday - just two more

sleeps. Seems like forever you’ve

been gone. Love you so much. Talk

soon

INT. TALI’S HOUSE - BEDROOM - MORNING

Tali wakes up and reaches for her phone. Checks it.

Battery is flat again.

TALI

(O.S)

Why do I always do this? -

annoyed

Scurries out of bed and puts it on charge in kitchen.

KITCHEN

After shower. Making coffee.

TALI

Should be able to switch it on

now. Wonder where Cole is now.

They should be almost home.

(CONTINUED)
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Switches on phone. Only two voice messages from Rose. Tali

frowns. Listens to messages.

"Talia-May, please come to my house as soon as you get

this."

Tali confused. Gets dressed. Goes to Rose house.

INT. LEON AND ROSE’S HOUSE - DRIVEWAY - TALI’S CAR -

MORNING

TALI’S POV (INSIDE CAR) -ROSE HOUSE - DRIVEWAY

Sees Eric and minister Wade’s cars in the driveway.

TALI

Ha. Mum organizing big welcome

home party. Thought she would.

INT. LEON AND ROSE HOUSE - LOUNGE - MORINING

Eric stands by sliding door. Head bowed. Judith next to

him, rubbing his back comfortingly.

Minister Wade standing awfully close to Rose at dining

table.

TALI

Hello mum, hey Eric, Judith.

Hello minister Wade.

Dumps her bag on table at front door.

No one answers for a few seconds. Then Rose does.

ROSE

Talia-May we have some news.

MINISTER WADE

Please sit Tali

TALI

I’m fine. What’s going on?

MINISTER WADE

TALI (POV) - MINISTER WADE SPEAKING

When they left Colesberg this

morning.

(He continues to speak but

no sound is emitted from

Tali POV. She does not hear

his words )

Minister Wade continues to speak.

Tali watches him talking but does not hear him.

(CONTINUED)
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Tali clutches her stomach and her heart in effort to slow

it down.

Breathes heavily.

She looks to Eric. He is crying. Judith consoling him.

TALI

No no no no no no - screams

Sinks to the floor.

TALI(CONT’D)

No no no no no no - screams

throat is hoarse

ROSE

Talia-May my darling it will be

alright. Your dad and Cole are

with God now, where they belong.

TALI

What? How? How can you say that?

- sobbing.

TALI(CONT’D)

I don’t want them to be with God!

I want them to be with me. With

me! - becomes hysterical.

Eric slides to the floor. His sobs get louder. Judith

consoles him. He looks at Tali wordlessly. His face

crumbles.

TALI

There’s a mistake. There has to

be a mistake. It can’t be true. I

won’t believe it. I wont I wont!

ROSE

Kneeling next to Tali

Talia-May my love. It’s true. I

wish it wasn’t but it is.

TALI

Then why are you so calm? Why are

you not upset? - Anger seeps

through the hysteria.

ROSE

Stays poised but her eyes shine with threatening tears.

I will cry when the time is my

own. But I know they are with God

which is why we live dear. I

can’t be sad when I know they are

(MORE)
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ROSE (cont’d)
with our Father in Heaven. We

should be rejoicing dear.

TALI

Then you rejoice by yourself -

cries uncontrollably.

TALI(CONT’D)

No no no no no no - blubbers

between wracking sobs.

Eric moves over to Tali

ERIC

Tali - whispers then cries as

hard as Tali.

Tali and Eric hold onto each other with such force trying

to alleviate the pain.

ROSE

Eric, Talia-May DR ASHTON gave me

some pills for you both to take.

Now will be a good time.

Hands them both pills.

Eric lets go of Tali. Minister Wade helps him to his feet.

He goes to the bathroom.

Tali remains on the floor. Swallows the pills.

TALI

I’ll have to tell BOB and JENY,

Cole’s parents. How do I tell

them this? They on holiday in the

middle on nowhere.

Gets up. Lies on the couch. Puts cushion over her head.

ROSE

You can phone them later. I will

be with you when you phone if you

want.

Sinks into couch next to Tali.

Tali’s body shakes. Her sobs heave from deep within her.

She becomes calmer as pills take effect.

Rose gets off couch. Her phone rings.

TALI

Minister Wade tell me again what

happened please.

(CONTINUED)
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Minister Wade sits on floor by couch. Takes Tali’s hand in

his.

Eric and Judith go out to the garden not wanting to hear

it all again.

MINISTER WADE

They left Colesberg at five in

the morning

INT. COLESBERG - HIGHWAY - LEON’S CAR - (FLASHBACK -

ACCIDENT)

Fifteen kilometers outside the city a taxi was coming

around a corner too fast and lost control. The taxi hit

Leon’s car head-on.

MINISTER WADE

There were no survivors in the

taxi either. Leon and Cole were

killed instantly so they suffered

no pain. I’m so sorry Tali. I

know it’s hard to understand or

to make sense of, but we’ve got

to hold onto the fact that they

are with God now. There is no

pain for them, only joy and

laughter. Try to hold onto this

truth.

END FLASHBACK

TALI (POV) - MINISTER WADE EYES ARE WET AND RED.

MINISTER WADE (CONT’D)

I’m always here for you and Eric

if you ever need me.

TALI

Tries to stop the flowing ebb of tears with her sleeves.

Gulps down the lump in her throat.

Why, why would God take them now?

Cole’s new life had just begun.

Why would He let that happen? -

beseechers him for an answer.

MINISTER WADE

Tali you know we don’t have all

the answers to things that happen

beyond our control. We can only

accept that God is in control and

rejoice that Leon and Cole are

with Him right now.

(CONTINUED)
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TALI

Tali lies back on the couch. Buries her head under the

cushion muffling her words.

It’s not fair. It’s just not

fair.

Minister Wade goes to the bathroom.

Eric and Judith come back inside.

Tali gets off the couch.

Tali embraces Eric and Judith. Rose joins them. They hold

onto to one another in sorrow.

Tali releases first.

TALI

I need to make that call to

Cole’s parents.

Tali gets her phone from her bag. Makes the call.

It goes to voicemail. She leaves a message.

TALI(CONT’D)

Clears her throat.

Hi Bob it’s Tali. Please phone me

when you can. Thanks bye.

Looks at Eric.

Garth, I can’t Phone him. Oh poor

Garth is going to be devastated.

How will he take this news. I

can’t tell him this over the

phone. I’m going over there.

ROSE

You can’t drive Talia-May, you’re

in shock and in no frame of mind

to drive.

TALI

He has to hear this face to face

and from me.

MINISTER WADE

let me come with you.

TALI

No. I can do this - walking to

the door.
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INT. LEON AND ROSE HOUSE - DRIVEWAY - TALI’S CAR - MORNING

Tali starts the car. Tries to move her leg off the clutch.

Her leg shakes so badly.

She realises Rose was right. She cannot drive.

Switches car off. Sits still staring out of the

windscreen.

Tears stream down her face.

INT. LEON AND ROSE HOUSE - LOUNGE - COUCH - MORNING

Tali sits on couch. Her PHONE RINGS. She looks at the

caller ID.

TALI

It’s Bob.

She clutches her heart.

She swallows several times to try and speak.

Eric sits next to her. Holds her free hand.

ERIC

You don’t have to answer. Phone

them back later.

Tali shakes her head. Takes a deep breath. Exhales loudly.

TALI

Hello Bob.

INTERCUT phone conversation

BOB

Hello Tali. What’s wrong?

Tali opens her mouth to speak. Cannot get the words out.

Eric pries the phone from her grip. Hands it to minister

Wade.

Minister Wade heads outside to convey the news to Bob.

TALI (POV) - MINISTER WADE OUTSIDE SPEAKING ON THE PHONE.

He returns. Gives phone back to Tali.

TALI

Will they be alright? Cole is

their only child.

(CONTINUED)
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MINISTER WADE

Bob did not take it too well

understandably. He sends his

condolences to all of you for

your loss as well.

JACKIE arrives. Lets herself in. Offers her condolences to

Tali, Eric and Rose with hugs.

She offers to help Rose making phone calls in the kitchen.

TALI

Minister Wade can you please take

me to Garth’s house.

EXT. GARTH’S HOUSE - PATHWAY TO FRONT DOOR - MIDDAY

Tali leaning on minister Wade’s arm. Walking slowly.

TALI

How can I be the bearer of such

bad news.

MINISTER WADE

Just take it slowly Tali. It’s

going to be hard for all of you.

Minister Wade knocks on the door.

TALI

I can’t do this. I can’t. I

can’t. Oh no please I can’t. How

can I? I can’t. - panics taking

in short breaths.

MINISTER WADE

Breathe Tali. Slowly breathe.

DOOR OPENS

TALI (POV) - GARTH FACE GOES FROM HAPPY TO REALISATION

THAT SOMETHING IS WRONG.

GARTH

Tali. What’s up? Hello sir.

Opens the door wider.

Tali and minister Wade enter.

INT. GARTH’S HOUSE - LOUNGE - MIDDAY

Garth closes the door.

GARTH

Merle come here quick - shouts

Merle rushes in from bedroom.

(CONTINUED)
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MINISTER WADE

I am minister Wade.

Minister Wade shakes hands with Garth and Merle.

GARTH

Tali what’s going on?

TALI

It’s it’s....

She battles to control the hysteria. Tali looks at

minister Wade pleadingly

MINISTER WADE

Tali prefers that I tell you. Mr

Medeck and Cole were involved in

n accident this morning. I am

afraid no one survived. - his

face expresses intense pain.

Merle covers her face and wails into them.

Garth buckles in great anguish. Releases a HEART WRENCHING

CRY.

The sound is unbearable to Tali. She covers her ears.

Tali reaches out to Garth. He turns and runs out the

house.

Garth screams at the sky.

TALI

(Softly)

Oh Garth, oh poor poor Garth.

Merle gingerly walks to Garth. Their crying is heard from

inside.

Tali sits down. Minister Wade sits next to her. Comforts

her.

Garth and Merle return. Minister Wade stands up. They sit

with Tali and share their hysterics and rolling tears.

Cole Jnr. cries from his bedroom. Merle goes to fetch him

and gives him to Tali when she returns.

Tali clutches him.

TALI

He will never know his namesake.

Why? Why? Why? - anger rises in

her voice.

TALI (POV) - COLE LOOKS ANGELIC BACK AT HER.

(CONTINUED)
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Tali stands up and gives Cole Jnr. back to merle.

TALI

I must get back to the house.

There’s a million awful phone

calls to make. Things to

organize.

MERLE

Want us to come with you?

TALI

No, but thanks. Perhaps tomorrow

will be better please.

INT. ROSE HOUSE - AFTERNOON

Tali and minister Wade enter the house. Lots of people all

over the house mingling about.

Tali disappears to the spare room. Minister Wade seeks out

Rose.

INT. ROSE HOUSE - SPARE BEDROOM - BED - AFTERNOON

ANGLE ON TALI ON THE BED

Tali sitting on the bed with her phone book. Making

several phone calls, reading messages with great

difficulty.

The light from the window behind her gets darker as the

afternoon becomes evening.

Tali puts her phone off. Plugs it in the charger. Crawls

under the blankets.

She closes her eyes. Curls into fetal position. Hurls of

GRUNTING SOBS jerk out of her. Pulls pillow over her head

to block out the sound.

MOMENTS LATER

Tali hears the front door shut, Rose’s footsteps on the

tiles - closer, closer to the bedroom.

Tali forces herself to stop crying.

The bedroom door opens.

ROSE

(O.S)

Talia-May you asleep my love.

(CONTINUED)
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TALI

Clears her throat. Takes pillow off her head.

No mum, you want to jump into bed

with me tonight.

(Opens covers for Rose to

climb in)

ROSE

Climbs in close to Tali. Pats her on the head. Strokes her

hair.

It’s going to be okay dear. Just

have faith.

Her voice cracks and she succumbs to her loss.

TALI

Mum, I don’t know? It’s so

unfair.

They hold onto each other crying, comforting, loving.

Between sniffs and tears Rose tries to speak.

ROSE

He has been my life since I can

remember. Will I be able to

continue on my own?

TALI

Just cry mum, let it out.

They drift off to sleep, tears not yet dried on their

faces, holding each other.

INT. ROSE HOUSE - KITCHEN - MORNING

Tali walks into kitchen. Still in her PJ’s. Rose is making

coffee and toast.

Tali sits at the table looking at her PHONE BEEPING

MESSAGES and sighs.

ROSE

Deal with the messages now. Best

to get it over with.

Tali reads a few.

TALI

Bob and Jeny will be back

tomorrow afternoon.

Puts her arms on the table. Rests her head on her arms and

cries.

(CONTINUED)
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ROSE

It’s okay my love.

TALI

(Composes herself)

Mum, I known I’m not supposed to

question God, but how or why

would He take Cole now? His life

was just starting. He could’ve

done so much work for God here on

earth. I don’t understand it.

ROSE

I know dear I know, but it’s not

for us to understand Talia-May

but for us to accept that God

does what is best for us. You

know He will never give us more

than we can handle. It’s hard to

understand and accept right now

but just rely on your faith to

get through this.

Tali stands up and hugs Rose.

Picks up her phone and dials.

TALI

Hi Garth. How you? - listens

Can you come with me to Cole’s

flat please. I guess I need to

look for whatever paperwork he

had. - listens

Eleven is perfect. Thanks Garth.

INT. COLE’S FLAT - ENTRANCE - MORNING

Tali and Garth stand in the flat. Tali takes a deep

breath.

TALI

I can still smell Cole here - her

voice shakes.

Tali sits on the couch and rubs her hands on the couch on

either side of her.

GARTH

Tali this has to be done. Lets

get it over with quickly and I’m

here, you’re not alone.

He walks to the bedroom.

(CONTINUED)
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Tali remains mesmerized on the couch feeling the touch and

breathing in his scent and looking at his surfboards

against the wall.

BEDROOM

GARTH

Tali you okay?

Tali enters bedroom. Sits next to Garth on the bed

hesitantly.

Garth is holding a tin in his hands. His hands tremble as

he starts to open the tin.

Tali shuts the lid quickly.

TALI

Please close it. There’s only

photos and sentimental things

I’ve given him. Our life

together. In that box. Please

Garth don’t open it.

Garth puts the tin on the bed. Gets up to continue

searching through Cole’s cupboards.

Tali sits on the bed holding the tin.

Garth finds a file with a will and insurance papers. Sits

back on the bed.

TALI

Do you think having a memorial

service for Cole on the beach

where he always surfed would be

okay?

GARTH

(Sighs and nods his head)

That will be perfect. I wanted to

suggest it. Just let me know

when.

TALI

Thanks Garth. Sorry I’m putting

all this on you. I’m too afraid

do it on my own.

GARTH

Hey don’t even try to do it on

your own. That’s what that

minister dude said didn’t he?

Tali chuckles.

(CONTINUED)
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TALI

Thank you. I know you must be

hurting so much too.

GARTH

yeah, it still doesn’t seem

possible or even real.

TALI

Can I come to your place this

afternoon.

GARTH

I’m fetching Merle after I drop

you off and we spending the day

with you.

A few tears trickle down Tali’s face.

INT. ROSE HOUSE - KITCHEN - AFTERNOON

Eric unusually greets Tali with a long affectionate hug

when she enters the house.

ERIC

Hey sis, hang in there okay.

TALI

Kisses him on the cheek as lets go

So what are the plans for dad’s

memorial? What must I do?

ERIC

We can talk to mum later when

everyone leaves. It’s impossible

to get her attention now without

getting interrupted.

Tali nods and walks to spare bedroom.

INT. ROSE HOUSE - SPARE BEDROOM - AFTERNOON

ANGLE TALI ON BED

Places tin and file on bedside table.

Checks phone. Scrolls through messages. Phone RINGS.

TALI

Hello

INTERCUT phone conversation.

JOSH

Hello Tali. Josh here. I asked

Cheri to relay mine and my

(MORE)
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JOSH (cont’d)
family’s condolences but wanted

to tell you myself too.

TALI

Hi Josh. Thanks a lot, it means a

lot to us. Please thank you

family too.

JOSH

Please let me know if there is

anything I can do for you. And

don’t even think of coming back

to work until you’re ready.

TALI

That’s very kind of you. I really

appreciate your concerns. I’ll

email the details of both

memorial services if you’d like

to attend.

JOSH

We will be there. My father was

very fond of Leon. Again Tali

please don’t hesitate to ask for

anything.

Tali continues to read messages. Falls asleep.

MOMENTS LATER

A TAP on the bedroom DOOR. Merle enters with Cole Jnr.

MERLE

Hey Tali, wake up. Bob and Jeny

have just arrived.

Tali flies out of bed. DASHES to the front door.

EXT. ROSE HOUSE - DRIVEWAY - SHUTTLE VAN - AFTERNOON

Tali RUNS down the driveway. Jeny rushes into Tali’s arms.

Bob takes out last suitcase. Joins Tali and Jeny.

INT. CHURCH - AUDITORIUM - MORNING

Tali and family make their way to front seats.

TALI POV - ENTIRE STAFF GB TOURS AND RIO ADVENTURES SEATED

ON LEFT.

Rose sits between Tali and Eric. She is radiant. More like

a bride than a widow.

Minister Wade opens service with a prayer.

Several people give eulogy

(CONTINUED)
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No one cries. They rejoice.

Choir sings "I’ll Fly Away".

Tears roll down Tali’s cheeks. She leaves them, closes her

eyes and listens to the choir.

HALL

All guests have refreshments.

Tali seeks out Nick Drummond and Henry Lategan.

TALI

Hi, I’m Tali. Cole’s fiance’. I’m

so grateful for your influence in

Cole’s salvation.

NICK

We merely planted the seed my

dear. God does the watering.

TALI

He watered just in time.

(laughs lightly)

Will you be able to make it to

Cole’s service.

HENRY

Yes. Most surely.

TALI

Great. We can speak again there.

Again thank you for everything.

Hugs them both.

Rose is walking nearby. Tali takes her arm and introduces

her to them.

They start their own conversation.

Tali stands amidst a sea of people.

Booker gently tugs her arm.

BOOKER

Miss Medeck, I got you a cup of

coffee. Thought you could do with

a cup by now. It was a wonderful

service, nothing like I ever been

to before.

TALI

(Takes coffee)

Yes definitely. I’m sure anything

(MORE)
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TALI (cont’d)
else would not have sufficed for

my father.

BOOKER

(Points to corner of hall)

The ladies from your office, Josh

and Mr. De Luca are all there.

Booker tucks Tali’s arm into his and they walk to them.

Sondra is the first to walk to Tali, arms outstretched.

Cheri right behind her.

Tali wipes the gentle flow of tears as Mr. De Luca extends

his hand to her. Covers their hands with his other hand.

MR DE LUCA

I’m so very sorry dear, your

father was a good man. I must be

leaving now, thank you for

inviting me to the service, your

father will be smiling from

Heaven I’m sure. God bless you.

He releases their hands. Says a general goodbye. Leaves.

Josh puts his hands on Tali’s shoulders.

JOSH

Sorry Tali. Your dad was one of

the best and won’t be forgotten,

not after this service anyway.

(hints a smile)

TALI

(Smiles. Nods)

Thank you. It’s really good of

you to come.

JOSH

I must leave now to. Will see at

Cole’s service on Saturday.

Josh rubs Tali’s shoulders, gives a gently squeeze.

Leaves.

TALI

(To the rest still standing with

her)

Cole’s service!

(Stops speaking. Swallows

lump in her throat.)
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EXT. STRAND BEACH - MORNING

People have already gathered on the beach at the spot

where they are having a paddle out in memory of Cole.

Where he loved to surf.

Tali, clutching the tin, walks with Garth, Merle and Cole

Jnr. toward them.

Minister Wade calls everyone to attention.

Everyone stands at the edge of the ocean. The sea is calm

and flat.

MINISTER WADE

Thank you everyone for being here

today. Isn’t this weather

perfect. I bet you all Cole

ordered this perfect day for this

occasion.

(Smiles. People laugh

quietly back.)

The family of both Cole and Tali

deeply appreciate the love that

you have showered them with. On

the table over there you will

find paper and a pen. Please

write a message to Cole’s parents

and put it in the little box.

That box is a memory box that

Cole’s grandmother bought him the

day he was born. It will be a

honour for Bob and Jeny to keep

you memories of their son. Garth

along with the surfers will take

Cole’s ashes that have been put

into a metal tin box that Cole

kept all his memories of precious

moments of his life with Tali.

ANGLE ON TALI CLUTCHING THE TIN..

BACK TO SCENE

MINISTER WADE (CONT’D)

Please all pray with me. Our God

our Heavenly Father, as we bring

unto you our beloved Cole please

hold and protect his family and

friends that remain here. Lesson

their pain and feeling of loss

and I pray oh Lord that they will

hold onto the wonderful memories

of Cole. We pray in Jesus name.

Amen.

(Looks to Garth)

(CONTINUED)
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Okay you surfers can do your

thing now.

The surfers pick up their boards and paddle out into the

ocean.

Garth takes the tin from a reluctant Tali. Paddles out.

Cole’s favourite song plays "Awake My Soul - Mumford and

Sons"

OCEAN

Surfers make a circle. Sit up on boards.

The surfers bow their heads in a final prayer.

Garth opens tin. Lifts it high. Tilts it.

A slight breeze blows. Ashes fly out in to the sky.

TALI POV - ASHES dance into the breeze. Disappear into

nothingness.

ANGLE ON TALI

Gasps. Tries to catch her breath. Releases her anguish in

flood of sobs.

ANGLE ON PEOPLE

Some crying. Some watching surfers.

Choir sings "God be with you till we meet again."

Some join in singing.

BEACH

Surfers return to shore.

Garth feet hit the sand. Dashes out of water. Drops his

board and the tin. Flies into Merle’s. Bursts into the

pent up anguish he kept inside him. Shoulders shake

violently.

Choir sings "Amazing Grace"

Tali embraces Bob and Jeny.

People remain on beach. Chat and mingle. Some writing

message on paper.

JOSH

Hi Tali. Can I get you something

to drink.

Tali shakes her head.

(CONTINUED)
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JOSH (CONT’D)

You are such a trooper. You’ve

through this twice in a week. You

are an inspiration.

(hugs Tali)

Office friends join.

TALI

Thanks all of you for the

support.

Sun starts to set.

Sky bright blue, interrupted sporadically by puffy clouds.

Sun fiery red ball.

MINISTER WADE

Please all raise your glasses, or

paper cups with me and toast a

man that was a gentleman, a man

of God, a loving son and a loving

fiance’. As the sun sets on this

perfect day that God has graced

us with, we celebrate and pay

tribute to Cole. We can all take

this opportunity to thank God for

allowing this wonderful man,

Cole, to be a part of our lives,

even if so short a time. I’ve

spoken to almost everyone here

today and the love you have for

Cole is evidence of the person he

was. He will always be a part of

our lives and will always be

remembered as perfect as the

sunset is perfect.

PEOPLE

Here Here. To Cole

Raise their glasses. Salute to the sun.

Watch sun set silently.

INT. OFFICE FOYER - ELEVATORS - MORNING

TALI

Number one.

(British accent)

No. 1 arrives

TALI(CONT’D)

You know what’s good for you.

(British accent)
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INT. TALI’S OFFICE - WINDOW - MORNING

REVERSE ANGLE

Tali at coffee machine. Stares out window.

Cheri and Sondra enter. Unnoticed by Tali.

Cheri touches Tali arm.

CHERI

Hey, hello, you okay?

Tali snaps out of daze. Smiles.

CHERI(CONT’D)

You don’t have to be here, it’s

only been a month. De Luca said

you could take as long as you

wanted.

TALI

Yeah I know but I’d rather be

here than alone at home.

SONDRA

Coffee.

Hands cup and croissant to Tali.

TALI

Besides I can’t even begin to

imagine the work I have to catch

up on. It’ll be just the

distraction I need.

CHERI

We did as much as we could.

You’ll find post-it’s all over

the show.

ANGLE ON TALI DESK.

Piles of paper. Different colour post-it bits sticking out

all over.

TALI

(O.S)

Ai, Ya, Yai.

(Laughs)
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INT. TALI’S OFFICE - TALI DESK - AFTERNOON

All ladies very busy.

Tali’s PC CHIMES SKYPE message.

"JOSH: Good morning. Please come to Mr. De Luca’s office."

TALI(CONT’D)

Uh, Oh! Josh wants to see me.

I’ve been doing okay haven’t I?

It’s only been a month since I’ve

been Back and I’m almost up to

date with everything. Do you

think they not happy with me?

Concerned creases her face as she packs up.

INT. DE LUCA’S OFFICE - DOOR - AFTERNOON

Tali takes deep breath. Slowly lets it out. Knocks.

MR DE LUCA

(O.S.)

Come in.

Tali takes another deep breathe. Opens door.

INT. DE LUCA’S OFFICE - AFTERNOON

Mr. De Luca sitting at desk. Josh standing by window

looking out.

MR DE LUCA

Please Tali, have a seat.

Stands up. Motions to chair in front of desk.

TALI

Thank you.

(So quietly)

MR DE LUCA

How are you Tali? Are you coping,

getting through each day okay?

(Concerned)

TALI

It’s difficult but I’m coping.

Getting by one day at a time.

Thank you for asking.

Looks down at her knees. Hands resting on them. Engagement

ring still on her finger.

(CONTINUED)
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MR DE LUCA

Tali you must know that we are

aware that father’s business was

left to you and your brother.

TALI

Yes it’s common knowledge

MR DE LUCA

I want to ask you, what do you

want to do? Do you want to quit

here and take over your dad’s

business or do you have other

plans? I know it’s very soon but

you know you can’t leave these

things for too long.

TALI

My family and I have discussed

it at great lengths but we’re

not sure what to do. Neither Eric

nor I want the business. We are

meeting with our lawyer this

Saturday.

JOSH

Faces Tali for the first time.

So would you think of selling the

business.

TALI

Yes. That’s why we want to speak

to our lawyer. We don’t really

know what a respectable asking

price would be or how to even go

about it.

MR DE LUCA

Can I speak frankly?

TALI

I thought that’s what we were

doing?

Josh snickers. De Luca smiles.

MR DE LUCA

Would you mind if we put in an

offer for the business?

Preferably we’d like to merge the

two companies.

TALI

(surprised)

Oh well, um, I’m sure it’s a

possibility. I’ll discuss it with

(MORE)
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TALI (cont’d)
our lawyer. I’m a bit thrown,

this is not at all what I

expected coming into this

meeting.

MR DE LUCA

Of course Tali.

INT. ROSE HOUSE - DINING TABLE - EVENING

Tali, Rose, Eric sit at dining table.

ROSE

I would like to see the companies

merge, at least in a small way

then, we’ll still have an

interest in GB Tours.

ERIC

How do you see that mum?

(confused)

ROSE

Well one of you would have to

remain a member.

TALI

But we don’t want to mum.

ROSE

Well let’s wait till Saturday and

see what Reuben says.

TALI

Mum, I know this is off the

subject but I have too much time

on my hands right now. It makes

me too depressed, so I was

wondering if there is any of your

charity work I can get involved

in.

ROSE

Of course dear, that will be

wonderful.

They sit silently mulling their own thoughts.

Tali sudden realisation.

TALI

I know why you want one of us to

stay on as a member. You’re

afraid the staff will lose their

jobs.

(CONTINUED)
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ROSE

Well it’s what your father

would’ve wanted. You know he

would have rather starved than

see any of his staff go hungry.

ERIC

Mum, why didn’t you just say so.

I’m sure Reuben will know how to

make that a possibility.

INT. TALI’S HOUSE - BEDROOM - EVENING

ANGLE ON TALI

In bed clutching photo of Cole.

TALI

(Prays)

Thank you Lord for this

opportunity to possibly sort the

business opportunities out.

Looks at Cole’s photo

TALI(CONT’D)

What wouldn’t I do to have you

here with me now.

Clutches photo to her chest. Rasps of sobs.

INT. REUBEN’S OFFICE - MORNING

Tali and Eric sit opposite Reuben’s very large desk.

Reuben pages through papers.

REUBEN

Right so you told me the company

you work for want to either buy

or merge with GB Tours.

TALI

Yes, but naturally we don’t have

any idea about this stuff. So we

trusting you on this.

REUBEN

Well to put you a little at ease,

your father kept a very well run

ship, I was pleased to discover.

The company shares that you now

each get is R750,000.00

Tali Eris gasp. Surprised.

Reuben laughs.

(CONTINUED)
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REUBEN

I wish I had filmed this moment

just to capture your expressions.

They’re priceless.

TALI

Really?

Reuben shows paperwork of his assessment. Tali and Eric

try to follow.

INT. ROSE HOUSE - DINING ROOM - DINING TABLE - EVENING

During dinner.

TALI

Minister Wade Eric and I have

seen our lawyer regarding my

father’s business. There are a

few scenarios come to light. Do

you m ind if we tell you about it

and then please will you pray for

us to make the right decision.

MINISTER WADE

Of course that’s fine Tali.

TALI

Okay. So you know that Eric and I

got father’s business. Well it

turns out that the shares are of

considerable value, but neither

of us want to continue to run it.

That is also said without being

arrogant.

Minister Wade nods acknowledgement.

TALI(CONT’D)

Well the De Luca’s, my bosses,

called me in for a meeting and

have offered to buy it outright

or merge the two companies. We

all in favour of the merging and

we feel this is where God is

directing us towards. But we

don’t want to misconstrue our own

wants as God’s will. I’ve asked

them to give us time to pray

about it before giving them our

decision.

MINISTER WADE

Wow, who would’ve thought hey.

I’m very happy to hear that you

all put your burdens in God’s

hands. Sometimes that gut feeling

(MORE)
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MINISTER WADE (cont’d)
we have is what God wants us to

do. If you all feel the same way

without reasonable doubt the I

believe that is what God wants

you to do. Let us pray for

guidance.

All hold hands.

MINISTER WADE (CONT’D)

Lord thank you for your presence

in this family. Please Lord hear

their prayers and direct them

along Your path. Protect them

against the wrong desires. They

only want to make decisions that

are pleasing to you. We pray in

Jesus name. Amen.

INT. DE LUCA’S OFFICE - MORNING

Josh stands at window. Stares out.

Tali and Eric opposite Mr. De Luca.

MR DE LUCA

Josh tells me you’ve discussed

and considered our offers and

you’ve made a decision. Tali the

floor is yours.

TALIDON’T KNOW

(very nervous)

Thank you Mr. De Luca. We want

the companies to merge but on two

condition. The staff from GB

Tours keep their jobs if they

want to. Neither of us wishes to

remain as shareholders or

members, we prefer our shares to

be paid out to us.

(Takes a deep breath)

I’m sure there are many finer

details to consider and honestly

Eric and I don’t know a lot about

all of this so if you willing to

go this route we would be much

happier if our lawyer handled

this from here on.

MR DE LUCA

We thought this would be the

preferred option and commend you

both for it. It is the option we

prefer as well. Well it looks

(MORE)
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MR DE LUCA (cont’d)
like we will be able to make this

happen. So we will speak to your

lawyer from here on.

Mr. De Luca stands up. Claps his hands.

Shakes Tali and Eric’s hands.

Josh moves from window. Shakes hands too.

Walks with Tali and Eric to elevators.

JOSH

You can email your lawyer’s

details to me. Thanks Tali.

TALI

Oh yes sorry.

Reaches into bag. Hands Josh business card.

Elevator door opens. Tali, Eric enter.

INT. ELEVATOR - MORNING

Tali Eric face doors.

Tali exhales.

Eric bursts out laughing.

ERIC

This is brilliant. I didn’t

notice them earlier. I’ve never

seen anything like it, ever.

(Stares at doors absorbing

details)

Who on earth is the genius that

came up with this idea?

TALI

You’ll never guess.

Rubs imaginary badge.

ERIC

No ways! You’re kidding, it’s

brilliant. You should do this for

a living, you’ll be famous.

Seriously it’s absolutely

excellent.

TALI

(giggles)

I mentioned it to Josh one day

when I was alone with him in the

(MORE)
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TALI (cont’d)

elevator. Me being nervous with a

stupid mouth. Anyway he liked the

idea and here it is.

ERIC

Honestly Tali, I love it.

TALI

Thanks, glad you like it. I

remember how Cole laughed when I

told him.

Puts her head down. Attempts to fight tears.

EXT. ENTRANCE QUAD - PARKING LOT - ERIC’S CAR - MORNING

Tali and Eric walk to Eric’s car.

TALI

Have you thought about what

you’re going to do when you get

your shares at all? Cole left me

all that money too and I have no

idea what to do.

ERIC

Best speak to Reuben. I think you

should go on a holiday first and

then decide.

TALI

What’s the point of going on

holiday if you don’t have anyone

to go with you?

(Pain express on face.

Tears)

ERIC

It’s hard sis, one day it will be

okay. I love you remember that

hey.

TALI

I love you too.

Tali kisses Eric. Hug. Eric gets in car. Drives off.

EXT. STRAND BEACH - MORNING

Bright sunny day.

Garth surfing.

Tali, Merle, Cole Jnr. relax on beach.

(CONTINUED)
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MERLE

Garth is really battling Tali, I

know you are too but almost every

night I hear him crying in the

lounge. He doesn’t show it much

but he’s having a rough time, so

I was really pleased when you

phoned this morning to visit.

It’s as though you’re his only

connection to Cole. He picks up

photos of Cole and just stares at

them for ages. Sorry I shouldn’t

be telling you all this. You have

so much more to deal with.

(Speaks slowly. Chooses

words carefully not to upset

Tali.)

TALI

Ni, I’m glad you’ve told me.

Sometimes I think I must be the

most selfish person in the world.

I’m so concerned with my own loss

I forget others are also

suffering. Poor Garth, we don’t

realise that men love their

friends as much as we women do.

Cole was a brother to him. Does

he talk about Cole a lot?

MERLE

Tali don’t ever think you’re

selfish. Ever! He doesn’t speak

to anyone, not even to me. I’m

very worried about him. He can’t

keep himself so bottled up, it’s

not in his nature. One of these

days he is going to explode.

They watch Garth surfing as if a demon possessed.

Waves are huge.

Cole Jnr. builds sandcastles. Has greater fun kicking them

down. Repeats over.

TALI

Do you think Garth might be

interested in coming to the young

adults group at church one

evening. Their support to me has

been irreplaceable. Garth must

have so many unanswered

questions, perhaps they will be

able to help him.

(CONTINUED)
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MERLE

I honestly cannot tell you how he

will react. he is such a closed

book right now.

TALI

I’ll speak to minister Wade as to

how we can approach this.

Garth finishes surfing. Cole Jnr. runs to him. Picks him

up.

Tali and Merle pack up.

All walk off the beach.

INT. RIO ADVENTURES - BOARD ROOM - MORNING

Rio staff crammed in room. Waiting for Mr. De Luca.

Josh stands by window. Starring out.

Tali in seat next to the one Josh will occupy. Cheri,

Sondra next to her.

Mr. De Luca enters. Takes up his seat at head of table.

Josh sits.

MR DE LUCA

Everyone rushes to sit down.

Good morning. As you all know

Tali lost her father not too long

ago.

(Looks to Tali)

Well Rio Adventures have merged

with Mr. Medeck’s company as of

last week. No one will lose their

jobs or anything like that, you

might in fact just get busier. We

will be holding individual

meetings with each and every one

of you in the course of the week,

so please think about any

questions or concerns you might

have, we can discuss them then. A

memo will go out today with your

appointed time and date. Thank

you. That will be all.

Mr. De Luca starts to leave. Turns around.

MR DE LUCA

And if I find out that any one of

you has been bothering Tali about

this matter, you will be in

trouble.

(CONTINUED)
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(Scowls at everyone.)

Josh stands as De Luca leaves.

JOSH

Things will be as normal.

Business will carry on like is

does every other day. You will

only see a few different faces

around here. No one needs to

panic. We just wanted you to hear

it from us before the rumours

started making their rounds.

(Picks up his file)

Tali please come to the office.

Thank you.

(Loud enough for Tali to

hear. Soft enough for no one

else to.)

He leaves. Hushed murmur. Slowly gets louder.

Tali leaves quickly with Cheri and Sondra.

INT. DE LUCA’S OFFICE - MIDDAY

Mr. De Luca at desk. Josh starring out window.

Tali sits same chair.

MR DE LUCA

Here we are again Tali. How are

doing?

(Smiles)

TALI

I have my moments but otherwise

doing okay.

MR DE LUCA

It takes time dear.

(Compassionate)

We are meeting the employees of

your father’s company tomorrow

afternoon. Please will you be

present?

MR DE LUCA POV - TALI NODS eyes watery

When we start with the individual

meetings with them we would like

you to sit in on those too. There

is no need for you to be involved

with the meetings here.

JOSH

(Turns from window)

(MORE)
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JOSH (cont’d)

How is your work load at the

moment?

TALI

Busy. Nothing unmanageable.

JOSH

If it gets too much especially

over the course of the meetings

we will make a plan for you.

TALI

Thank you. What time is the

meeting this afternoon?

JOSH

At two, you can drive with us if

you like.

TALI

No, I’ll be fine. Should Eric be

there too?

JOSH

If he wishes but it’s not

necessary. Reuben will be there.

TALI

Oh okay, I’m sure he’d rather not

be there.

MR DE LUCA

It will all be over soon dear.

TALI

Thank you Mr. De Luca, I’m just

so very grateful we could make

this happen. It has really been a

blessing to me and my family.

Tali leaves. Josh follows.

INT. FOURTH FLOOR - ELEVATOR DOORS - MIDDAY

Tali and Josh wait for the elevator.

TALI

(Smiles)

My brother loves the cartoons. He

had a good laugh at them. He says

I should do it as a career.

(Enters elevator)

(CONTINUED)
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JOSH

He’s probably right. Bye

INT. TALI’S OFFICE - TALI DESK - AFTERNOON

Tali plonks herself into her chair. Holds head in hands.

CHERI

The meeting with GB Tours go

badly?

TALI

No, Actually it went very well.

I’m just so exhausted. I’m not

used to these meetings and

lawyers and the constant activity

running through my brain.

(Groans as her phone rings)

Tali speaking hello.

(Listens)

Okay.

Puts phone down. Puts head on desk.

SONDRA

Who wants you now?

TALI

Who do you think? The De Luca’s

of course.

(sighs - annoyed)

INT. DE LUCA’S OFFICE - AFTERNOON

Josh at window. Mr De Luca at desk.

MR DE LUCA

Tali with regards to your

position here at the company. We

have a proposition for you. We

feel that MRS SCHOEMAN from GB

Tours will be able to handle both

company’s accounting load and we

want to offer you a better

position.

Mr. De Luca pauses. Tali opens her mouth to speak. Loss

for words.

MR DE LUCA (CONT’D)

We want you to work in a position

with us. The title I suppose is

Executive PA but it will be much

more that that. Not running

around after us but working with

us, alongside us. MRS LOGEY wants

to retire at the end of December

(MORE)

(CONTINUED)
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MR DE LUCA (CONT’D) (cont’d)

which means we will have to get

someone in her place anyway. You

are the only person we feel we

can trust enough and you have

impressed us so much with the way

you handle situations and this is

the quality in a person that we

are looking for.

JOSH

Puts a hand on Tali’s shoulder. Tali gets a fright, comes

out her dazed like state.

Take a breath Tali. You okay?

TALI

Yes, yes I am. I think. I don’t

know what to say. I don’t know

anything except accounting. How

will I know what to do?

JOSH

Naturally you don’t have to give

us your answer now and we can

speak about what your position

will involve at another time. We

understand that this will be new

to you, but we know you’ll be

able to handle it.

TALI

How long before you need an

answer?

JOSH

Well let’s say that we want to

give everyone a month to settle

into their new surroundings, so

take this month to decide.

TALI

Thank you, I honestly don’t know

what to say. Truth is you’ve

caught me by complete surprise.

MR DE LUCA

Yes, we thought that might

happen.

(Chuckles)
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EXT. CHURCH - ENTRANCE AREA - MORNING

Minister Wade exits church building. Tali excuses herself

from her group.

TALI

Minister Wade can I speak to you

when everyone has left.

MINISTER WADE

Sure thing Tali, I have someone

who will do the locking up, so

let’s go to my office.

Tali walks toward the doors.

MINISTER WADE

No, no not that office, my other

office.

Tali follows - confused.

BACKSTEPS

Minister Wade sits on back steps.

MINISTER WADE

Step into my office.

(Laughs)

For some reason people open up

much more on these steps than

anywhere else. So how can I help?

TALI

Well amongst all the confusion

and drama of . my father’s

business, the De Luca’s have

asked me to take up a position

with them as their executive PA.

I was so shocked I did not know

what to say to them.

MINISTER WADE

Wow, how long do you have to make

this decision.

TALI

End December.

MINISTER WADE

You know in a few months you will

be getting quite a lot of money,

so you could go on a trip

somewhere. Take some time off and

then make up your mind.

(CONTINUED)
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TALI

I’ve thought of that, going away

on my own will only make me more

miserable and I doubt that in

that frame of mind I’ll make the

right decision.

MINISTER WADE

Which brings me to the point I

really want to make Tali, staying

in the same position you’re in

now will become mundane. Taking

on a new challenge like this will

keep your mind busy and I’m sure

it’ll entail quite a lot of

overtime. Also you’ll probably be

out of the office a lot. My point

is Tali, it’s something new and

it sounds like it could help you

heal. I hope you can understand

what I mean.

TALI

You do make a lot of sense. The

past few weeks have been busy

because of all the meetings but

once they’re over it will be back

to normal, get up, go to work, go

home. It leaves too much time for

my mind to think of how much I

miss Cole and my dad. I know I

need to move on but it’s still so

soon for me.

(Wipes away tears.)

MINISTER WADE

Of course it is and no expects

anything else from you. You have

to heal in your own time. But

you’re in a comfort zone and I

think you’re more than this Tali.

I’ve seen it in you. No matter

what I say though it’s your

decision. Let’s pray and ask God

to guide you.

MINISTER WADE

(Hold Tali’s hand)

Oh Lord our Saviour. Please guide

and lead Tali on the path you

choose for her. Comfort her Lord

as she still aches for her

beloved father and Cole. May the

decision she makes be of your

choosing. We pray in Jesus name.

Amen.

(CONTINUED)
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Tali wipes her face with her sleeves. They walk to her

car.

PARKING LOT

MINISTER WADE

I need some advise from you

(Sheepishly)

TALI

Anything.

MINISTER WADE

Well, um, It’s about Jackie. I

want to ask her out for coffee.

Do you think she will say yes?

TALI

(Totally surprised - cannot

suppress a giggle)

Really? This is wonderful. I had

no idea. Well I never notice

these things at the best of

times. You should ask her, she

often talks about you whenever we

are together. Now I know why!

Minister Wade blushes. Smiles widely. Closes car door for

Tali.

INT. TALI’S HOUSE - BEDROOM - EVENING

REVERSE ANGEL

Tali in bed holding photo of Cole. Speaks to Photo.

TALI

Well Cole, should I go for the

job or not. What wouldn’t I do to

have you here with me now. I

still can’t understand why you

had to leave. I know I’m not to

ask these questions as there are

no answers to them but I can’t

help it. I miss you so much it

crushes me. I will never stop

loving you Cole.

Squeezes photo to chest. Pitifully cries to sleep.
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INT. TALI’S OFFICE - TALI DESK - MORNING

Tali arrives, turns on PC send Skype message to Josh.

"Good morning, will it be possible to meet with you

sometime today. Thanks"

Sits back in chair and breathes out.

MOMENTS LATER

Tali stands at coffee machine. Looks at clock. 10.30am

TALI

Why hasn’t Josh answered me yet?

My nerves are going to give in.

SONDRA

Maybe they not in their office.

Tali moves back to desk. Sits. Skype message CHIMES on her

PC.

"Sorry for only getting back to you now, let’s make it at

three."

Tali reads message out loud to Cheri and Sondra.

CHERI

See, you had no reason to worry,

although the fact that you want

to leave us just makes me sick to

my stomach.

TALI POV - CHERI AND SONDRA make sad faces.

TALI

Don’t make me feel bad please.

I’m not really leaving you, I’m

just going upstairs.

INT. DE LUCA’S OFFICE - AFTERNOON

Josh at window. Mr. De Luca at desk.

Tali sits nervously.

MR DE LUCA

Tali you wanted to see us.

TALI

Yes um,

(Clears throat)

the position you offered me a few

weeks ago, um, are you still of

the same opinion to have me?

(CONTINUED)
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JOSH

(Turns from window)

Of course! We have been waiting

for you as we said we would. Have

you made up your mind?

TALI

Oh. Sorry I kept you waiting. I

did not mean to take so long.

Yes, I would like to take you up

on your offer.

Mr. De Luca jumps out of his chair. Stands next to Tali.

MR DE LUCA

This is really good news Tali,

good news. I have a really good

feeling about this. Welcome to

the top floor.

Shakes Tali’s hand. Big smile.

MR DE LUCA (CONT’D)

We have one more day of meetings

and then we will speak to Mrs.

Schoeman, It is too busy with the

tourist season right now to make

drastic changes so if you can

show her, obviously depending on

her decision, your work and setup

then shall we say as of February

you will start up here.

JOSH

We are going to change things up

here and make you a temporary

office for now. We are planning

to add onto this building so we

can move the entire GB Tours

company over here. But that will

take sometime so until then it

will be organized chaos. But

still workable.

TALI

Thank you both so much for this

opportunity. I hope I won’t

disappoint you.

Gets up. Walks to door. Josh puts hand on her shoulder.

Opens door.

JOSH

I know you won’t disappoint Tali.

You will enjoy it I’m sure.
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INT. OFFICE FOYER - MORNING

Booker opens door for Tali. Carrying groceries.

Greg runs up to catch Tali at elevators.

GREG

Hey can you pop into our office

for a few minutes.

TALI

Okay, let me put these things in

the office fridge first.

They enter elevator.

INT. MARKETING OFFICE - MORNING

June, Brett, Greg, Suzie, TRAY AND ZELBA looking at huge

board.

TALI

(O.S.)

What’s up?

All turn to see Tali looking at board.

GREG

This is an advert that will go up

on the billboard by the mall,

What you think?

Tali examines board. Rest watch Tali.

Advert is an Overlander full of people, laughing and

pointing at the Big Five standing under a tree. People

skydiving in background and some canoeing on a river to

the left of the picture; a tour bus from GB Tours coming

up at the rear of the Overlander with smiling people in it

too.

TALI

I like it.

(Very enthusiatic)

PEOPLE

Yes

TALI

Why is my opinion so important?

It’s not like an expert. To me if

a picture is funny I normally

like it, other than that I’m

useless.

(CONTINUED)
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BRETT

Ah, you know us Tali, your

opinion has always meant

something to us and besides you

know the De Luca’s better than

any of us do, so we reckon if you

like it then they probably will

too.

TALI

Don’t count on that. I have no

idea what the De Luca’s are

thinking most of the time. they

very much have their own way of

doing things and anyway I’ve

known them for as long as you

have.

JUNE

Well do you think they will like

it?

TALI

I’m sure they will.

INT. FOURTH FLOOR - ELEVATOR DOORS - MORNING

Tali exits elevator. Josh walking past as doors open.

Corridor to offices is lined with building material and

under construction.

JOSH

Hello Tali. Just the person I

want to speak to.

TALI

Have I done something wrong.

JOSH

Why would you have done anything

wrong? Is there something I

should know about hmmm?

TALI

(Giggles)

Sorry I just always feel that at

some point or another I am going

to make some huge mistake.

JOSH

Well we’ll deal with that if it

ever happens but I doubt it ever

will. You’re doing great.

(CONTINUED)
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TALI

Thanks Josh.

Walk the rest of the way to Tali’s office in silence.

INT. TALI’S OFFICE - MORNING

Tali puts bag on table. Josh stand in center of room.

JOSH

The new wing will be finished in

two weeks time so we want to have

a small celebration to officially

welcome GB Tours. Everyone has

been thrown into the mix with it

being the busy season so we

haven’t really welcomed them.

Nothing too formal or too fancy

though.

TALI

Okay well, I don’t like formal or

fancy so it shouldn’t be too hard

for me.

Josh sits on small sofa next to Tali desk.

JOSH

How are you otherwise Tali? Not

to drag up the negative but it’s

been almost a year since the

accident, are you doing okay?

TALI

I think I’m okay. I have a very

good support group at church and

a few close friends and of course

my family. It’s not often that

I’m alone for long also

especially since I’ve got

involved with the new orphanage

run by our church.

JOSH

I can’t imagine what you’ve been

through and I really admire the

way you’ve come through it.

TALI

It all comes down to my faith; if

I did not have the faith in God

that I have

(Pauses. Takes a breath.)

Well I just can’t think what I

would’ve done.

(CONTINUED)
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JOSH

Someday you need to tell me more

about this faith that you have.

TALI

Anytime. Can I ask you for some

advise, if you have some time.

JOSH

Please do, I have plenty of time

today, which seems a bit strange

to me considering the past few

months of chaos.

Gestures for Tali to sit next to him.

TALI

Well you know I’ve got a bit of

money from Cole and of course the

shares, well the thing is, I

don’t know what to do with it.

I’m not being arrogant, please

don’t get me wrong but there have

been so many suggestions as to

what I should do that now I’m

more confused than ever.

Josh opens his file and takes out page.

JOSH

Let’s go through all the pro’s

and cons. Is there anything you

really want to do, like go on a

holiday or something you want to

buy. Let’s deal with that first.

TALI

I know our church needs a new bus

and my mum, Eric and I are

thinking of buying them one

together. Eric says he knows of a

secondhand one that’s in

immaculate condition and at a

good price. Also as I said

earlier the church has started a

small orphanage so I want to help

there.

JOSH

Have you spoken to Reuben about

this? What does he suggest?

TALI

He suggested buying a house and

then went off about shares and

investments. I got so lost it

made no sense to me at all.

(CONTINUED)
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JOSH

Do you mind if I take this with

me so I can do some sums and come

up with a proposal for you?

TALI

Oh please do. I don’t want to

impose though, you’re so busy as

it is.

JOSH

Nonsense what are friends for

anyway.

Tali looks at Josh. Realisation that they are friends.

INT. JOSH’S OFFICE - MORNING

New offices are finally completed. His desk is on the

left. Black sofa at opposite end below large portrait.

Glass coffee table in center.

Tali taps on door. Enters.

TALI

Your office looks nice now that

it is finally completed.

Looks about the office. Gets closer look at portrait.

Is this a portrait of your

family?

JOSH

Yes. The De Luca ancestors. On

the left is my father when he was

fifteen and next to him his

parents and the others are the

grandparents.

TALI

It’s really lovely.

Josh pulls out a small pile of papers and a pen. Moves to

sofa. Motions to Tali to join him. She sits. Places her

coffee on table.

TALI(CONT’D)

Can I get you some coffee?

JOSH

I’m good just had a cup thanks.

Here, let me show you what I’ve

come up with.

REVERSE ANGEL

Josh shows Tali his ideas and suggestions. She listens.

Nods occasionally.
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INT. ROSE’S HOUSE - DINING TABLE - EVENING

After dinner. Chatting at table.

TALI

Look at the proposal Josh did for

me.

She takes out the copies from her bag. Gives to them.

Rose, Eric and Judith read.

ROSE

He made such an effort for you

Talia-May. It is very kind of

him.

TALI

I know and I told him so.

Tali gets up to refill coffee. Returns to table.

Papers spread out amongst dishes.

TALI (CONT’D)

So we are all agreed on the bus

donation then.

ERIC

Mum, will you ask minister Wade

and Jackie to come to lunch on

Sunday after service so we can

give him the news.

ROSE

Perhaps you should ask Josh to

come too, in case minister Wade

has any questions.

TALI

Uhm. No. If he has any further

questions he can phone Josh

himself.

(Quickly changes subject.)

I really like the idea of the

orphanage part and that I will be

able to help it.

ROSE

Oh Tali-May it is going to be

simply marvelous and you will

love every minute you spend

there.

TALI

The little I have been there

already I have.

(CONTINUED)
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ERIC

As long as whatever we give

remains anonymous. the glory must

be for God. Not us.

TALI ROSE

Amen.

INT. JOSH’S OFFICE - MORNING

Tali sees Josh exit elevator. Dashes to catch him.

Walk to his office.

TALI

Morning Josh.

I showed your proposal to my mum

and Eric last night and they

were both very impressed. They

asked me to thank you. We are

meeting with minister Wade on

Sunday to discuss further.

JOSH

Good morning Tali, glad I could

help. Please phone if minister

Wade has any questions.

He opens door. Steps aside. Tali enter first.

TALI

Coffee?

JOSH

No, I’m fine. Had two cups before

I left home.

TALI

That’s normal for me.

JOSH

Hangs coat on stand.

I’ve noticed you like your

coffee.

so what does our day look like.

Sits down.

TALI

Actually it’s a very quiet day.

Most important is to finalize the

billboard ad. The deadline is

Friday.

(CONTINUED)
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JOSH

Have you seen it?

TALI

Yes, it’s good. Humorous and

catchy.

JOSH

Yes I thought so too. Well then I

will authorize it today. Tali

have you taken your leave yet?

TALI

No not yet. I’m hoping it will be

overlooked. Going on leave will

mean I’ll be alone.

Sits back. Withdraws into chair.

JOSH

I understand but isn’t there

anyone that you can take with

you?

TALI

No not really. All my friends are

married except Jackie but she’s

afraid of flying, my mum refuses

flatly and Eric’s also not

interested, so it’s just leaves

me.

JOSH

Well if you ask me I think you

should still go somewhere,

different scenery is a good thing

to make things better. Isn’t

there someplace you’ve always

dreamed of visiting?

TALI

Cole and I always spoke of places

but they were places where the

surf was good. I don’t think I

want to go those places now.

(Smiles. Attempts to hide

the pain.)

Immediate reaction. To check phone is not flat.

JOSH

Well if you consider Italy I have

family all over the country and

they will gladly have you as

their guest. That’s the way they

are, they love having visitors

and they’re the best tour guides

in the world.

(CONTINUED)
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TALI

That’s very kind of you, but I

probably will stay local. Maybe

I’ll try an adventure holiday

with this company called Rio

Adventures. I hear they’re very

good.

(Giggles)

JOSH

(Laughs out loud.)

Hmmm, I think you should get hold

of them. Honestly Tali put in for

a months leave and go somewhere

please.

INT. ADMIN OFFICE - COFFEE MACHINE STAND - MORNING

Tali, Cheri, Sondra GINA stand around coffee machine.

GINA

Italy is fantastic, I would take

up the offer if I was you. Those

Italians won’t let you feel alone

for a second.

Cheri Sondra nod in agreement.

CHERI

Go to Vegas. Spend all your money

and come back a pauper like the

rest of us.

All laugh.

INT. TALI’S OFFICE - DESK - MIDDAY

Tali reading emails. Opens email from World Tourism

Bureau.

Reads email.

TALI

Says to herself out loud.

Tourism convention in Geneva in

two months. This is it. Yes I can

go to the convention with the De

Luca’s and then stay on for a few

weeks. I won’t be traveling

alone. Maybe Garth and Merle will

join me after the convention.
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INT.GARTH AND MERLE’S HOUSE - LOUNGE - EVENING

TALI

I really enjoyed ANTHONY’S lesson

at study tonight. Opportunities

that go missing because of a

natural fear of rejection. If we

plant a seed, so what if we are

rejected. We must just plant it.

God does the watering.

MERLE

It was such a good lesson.

TALI

So about what I said on the phone

Garth. My offer that you come to

Switzerland with me.

GARTH

I told Merle what you offered ...

MERLE

Interrupts Garth. Leans over and throws arms around Tali.

Of course we are going, oh Tali

thank you so much. I know Garth

has a bit of a problem with you

paying for us.

(Chuckles)

But I don’t.

(Laughs aloud.)

Thank you so much, this will be

so good for Garth.

(Whispers in Tali’s ear

hugging her again)

GARTH

When do you want to go? I forget.

TALI

The convention is twelve

September for two days then we

can stay till the thirtieth.

GARTH

Okay I will take leave. You will

I take it do all our flight

bookings?

Merle stands. Sits. Stands. Repeats excitedly.

Wondering to herself aloud each time she sits or stands

what she needs to pack for Cole Jnr.

(CONTINUED)
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TALI

Yep. I will need your passports

for the visas.

GARTH

Okay but there is one more

condition for me. I’m not sure

about Merle

(Looks at Merle. Still

talking to herself.)

I want to be baptized before we

leave.

Merle stops abruptly. Falls silent. Stares at Garth.

TALI

Really. Really? Oh goodness Garth

this is fantastic. Cole is

rejoicing big time.

GARTH

Anxiously looks at Merle.

Merle what do you think?

MERLE

Oh Garth, I’ve been waiting so

long for you to commit dear. I’m

so happy.

Wipes her tears with her hands.

EXT.GARTH AND MERLE’S HOUSE - GARDEN - SWIMMING POOL -

EVENING

Minister Wade Garth Merle in the pool. Tali holds Cole

Jnr. Watch Garth and Merle’s baptism.

INT. TALI’S HOUSE - BEDROOM - EVENING

REVERSE ANGEL - TALI BED

Tali in bed. Holds photo of Cole. Speaks to photo.

TALI

Hey. Bet you super happy right

now my love. You planted the seed

in Garth so long ago and now you

and all the angels are rejoicing.

Still wish you’d be here

celebrating this with me rather.

I miss you so much. I can’t get

rid of this hole that shreds my

heart into pieces every day.

Please help me to be strong. I

don’t want to get over you even

though I know I have to try. I

still love you so much.

(CONTINUED)
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(Voice breaks through her

sobs.)

INT. TALI’S HOUSE - BEDROOM - MORNING

Wakes up. Checks phone. Groans.

TALI

Oh no, can this day not happen.

(Looks at Cole’s photo on

bedside table.)

It’s two years today my love. Is

it ever going to get any easier.

Ever. I know, I know this is

God’s plan but I would do

anything to wake up and see your

curly blonde messy hair and your

gentle face in front of me rather

than this photo.

Leans back into pillow. Pulls blanket over face.

PHONE RINGS.

INTERCUT PHONE CONVERSATION.

ROSE

Morning dear. How’re you feeling?

TALI

Hi mum, not well.

ROSE

It’s okay to feel this way love,

it’s normal and we are after all

human.

Tali sits up. Wipes away tears with edge of duvet.

TALI

Thanks mum. You okay?

ROSE

Yes I’m fine. Looking forward to

the service today and giving the

keys to the bus. It’s fitting

that it be done today.

TALI

I suppose it is the perfect day

on which to do it. I’m just not

so sure my heart feels the same.

ROSE

I’ll pick you up dear. We can

drive together. Or not?

(CONTINUED)
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TALI

That’ll be great mum. Thanks. I

love you.

EXT. CHURCH - PARKING LOT - MIDDAY

People gather around new bus parked in front of church.

Minister Wade hands keys to UNCLE DAN.

MINISTER WADE

Uncle Dan. It is with great love

and appreciation that I am able

to hand the keys of our new bus

to you. As you all know certain

members with the love of God in

their hearts have made this

possible. Let’s pray together.

Dear Lord thank you for the

generosity of your servants. May

the bus be used for your service

and please hold your arms around

the bus and it’s passengers in

safety and let no harm come to

them. In Jesus name. Amen.

Uncle Dan climbs into bus and starts engine. Round of

applause.

Elderly climb onto bus very excitedly.

The bus drives out of the grounds slowly.

Tali Eric Rose Judith gasp as they gaze on the rear of the

bus.

REVERSE ANGEL - ON BUS

A sign painted on the bus.

"In loving memory of Leon Medeck and Cole Mellors. God be

with you till we meet again."

MINISTER WADE

Sorry I just had to do that, we

are so grateful it’s the least we

could do. Hope you don’t mind.

Tali Eric Rose Judith shake heads. Too choked up to speak.

EXT. GENEVA - CITY - COBBLE STREETS - AFTERNOON

Tali Garth Merle Cole Jnr afternoon stroll. They wonder at

the architecture.

MOVING WITH COBBLED STREETS

Stand in front of statue

(CONTINUED)
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MERLE

It’s so beautiful

Tali laughs

MERLE (CONT’D)

What?

TALI

You keep saying It’s so

beautiful. It just reminded me of

when I first got here, its all I

said eventually Josh laughed out

loud and when I asked him what

was so funny he said I had said

it about a thousand times. He

also said it was very amusing to

watch me take it all in. I’m

still not sure if that was an

insult or a compliment.

(laughs)

MOVING WITH MARKETS TO LAKE GENEVA

Sit at table watching sun set.

TALI

You know this holiday with you

guys is exactly what I needed.

Our second evening here with the

conference they had this formal

dressed ball. I had to rush out

and buy a very expensive evening

gown

(frowns disapprovingly)

and a man from somewhere, I cant

remember the country, tells Josh

we made a great couple. Well

naturally Josh put him

straight, Of course I had no

idea what he had actually said so

I asked Josh. He told me and I

felt so out of place and sad in

that instant and also for the

rest of the conference. But since

you have been here it’s been like

a new lease on life.

GARTH

Cole will always be with us in

our souls and in our hearts but

we just cannot keep dwelling on

his loss. It does not help us

move forward. Since I have

understood God’s word and what a

great and mighty Saviour we

serve, I’ve been able to let go

(MORE)
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GARTH (cont’d)
that unbearable heartache I’d

been carrying with me. Now I look

forward to the day when me and

Cole will meet again.

TALI

(Looking at the sunset)

You are right. It’s time to move

on.

(Checks to see if her phone

is on.)

INT. MR DE LUCA’S OFFICE - MORNING

Mr De Luca Josh Tali in meeting.

JOSH

Tali good morning. It’s almost

December, what are we going to do

for our year end function.

TALI

(Thinks a little)

Please don’t be offended, but,

um, if I go by what I’ve heard

most people say about these

events, um, they would rather you

use the money for bonuses and

perhaps have something small and

simple here at the office.

(Breathes out slowly.

Fidgets with her hands)

De Luca’s are silent for awhile. Converse in Italian.

JOSH

You see. This is why we knew

you’d be so well suited for this

position. It’s a brilliant and

logical suggestion. So let me

know by Friday when and how much

a party here will cost and we

will work out bonuses

accordingly.

TALI

If I might ask you both

something. It’s on a personal

level but it could benefit the

company as well.

Josh nods

(CONTINUED)
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TALI(CONT’D)

My church has recently got an

orphanage up and running. There

are already a few children living

there. For Christmas we want to

give them gifts, a father

Christmas, perhaps a little party

with some decorations so they can

feel loved and special. It also

helps with bonding. Um, well, I.

will it be possible for Rio

Adventures to give a small

donation of some sort

(Pauses)

Oh yes, sorry, I just remembered,

if you want it can be used as

publicity for both the orphanage

and Rio Adventures.

Mr De Luca and Josh converse in Italian aside for a

considerable period of time.

Tali fidgets. Still seated.

MR DE LUCA

Tali if you put together a

proposal of what we can

contribute we will certainly look

at it very seriously. It is a

wonderful opportunity publicity

wise for us, not that we want to

take away anything from the

reason behind it, but like you

said the publicity could work

both ways.

TALI

Thank you so much

(Smiles)

Tali gathers her things. Walks to the door. Josh walks

with her.

JOSH

I’d like to work with you on this

project if you’d allow me.

TALI

Gladly. Thanks again.

INT. TALI’S OFFICE - DESK - MORNING

Tali working on year end function costs excitedly.

Skype message CHIMES on PC.

(CONTINUED)
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"My father told my mother about your orphanage project and

she apparently got really excited about it. She has asked

to help in any way she can. This is a very good thing

you’re doing here Tali. I don’t mean for the business but

as a person. Well done."

Tali stares at screen. Ponders her reply.

Types back.

"Your mum is welcome to help. This will be wonderful.

Please don’t give me any credit for it. This is minister

Wade’s project. I am merely the messenger. I am just

grateful that and your father are willing to listen.

MOMENTS LATER

Tali working.

PHONE RINGS at the same time Skype message CHIMES on PC.

Tali jumps in fright.

INTERCUT PHONE CONVERSATION.

TALI

Tali speaking. Hello.

MINISTER WADE

Hello Tali, gosh those bosses of

yours sure do move fast. Josh

just phoned me now to request

that you and I attend a meeting

with them. His mother has

apparently requested that they,

and her, get more involved with

the party for the orphanage.

(Overly excited.)

TALI

I’m reading a Skype message from

him now. So I guess I no longer

have to worry about a proposal.

This is great. let me know when

it suits you, I’m here all the

time.

MINISTER WADE

Okay phone you back in a few

minutes

(Laughs)

Josh says when his mom and Rose

get together it will be like "Old

ladies on a mission"

Tali laughs.
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EXT. ORPHANAGE - PLAYGROUND - AFTERNOON

Children buzzing about. Sense something exciting is

happening.

Tali Rose minister Wade Jackie putting up drinks snacks

etc.

Children eager to help.

MINISTER WADE

Some of the church members

decorated last night. The

children’s faces this morning

were priceless.

Church members and Rio staff and their families arrive

slowly.

Mr De Luca arrives. Dashes to play with children. Puts on

party hat. Chases kids. They squeal in delight. People

watch laughing.

JOSH

I apologise for my father. I

guess my being an only child and

not having provided him with any

grandchildren yet has deprived

him somewhat.

TALI

(Wipes away laughter tears)

Is he always like this around

children?

JOSH

Oh yeah. He loves children. He

always says he regrets not having

had more and is forever

complaining that I have not given

him any grandchildren yet.

TALI

I would never have thought this

of your father. No insult

intended, it’s just that he’s so

refined and professional at work.

I suppose it’s the only side we

get to see at the office.

JOSH

Non taken and yes he is very

different at the office.

COCO runs into Tali’s legs screeching. Hides behind her.

(CONTINUED)
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Tali loses balance. Josh seizes her arm in time to stop

her fall.

Tali picks up Coco. Runs behind jungle gym.

Coco laughs from pit of stomach. Her laugh contagious.

Tali is paralyzed to the ground laughing.

Coco throws arms around Tali. They both collapse on the

grass. Coco swings head from side to side looking for Mr

De Luca.

Children are so hyped up. Jumping on trampoline, running

around.

Garth Merle Cole Jnr. arrive.

Coco runs to Cole Jnr. Tali remains sitting on grass.

Josh offers his hands to help Tali up.

DINING HALL

Abuts playground

GREG

Ho Ho Ho

Children in playground freeze.

GREG

Ho Ho Ho

Greg emerges onto playground. As Santa.

Some children afraid.

Mr De Luca gets among the children.

MR DE LUCA

Who is this funny looking man?

CHILDREN

Santa

MR DE LUCA

What does he have in that big red

bag? maybe if you all give Santa

a huge big group hug he will show

you what’s in the bag.

Children group hug Greg.

TALI

poor Santa. Is that really Greg?

I can’t believe he agreed to do

it.

(CONTINUED)
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JOSH

All the men, including me, had to

draw straws. The lot, to his

horror fell on Greg.

(Laughs.)

Greg picks up a few children at a time. Hobbles to the

Christmas tree. Rest of children and De Luca in tow.

Greg sits in chair for Santa.

GREG

Have you all been good?

CHILDREN

Yes

GREG

Do you know how I am?

CHILDREN

Santa

GREG

Do you know what’s in this bag?

CHILDREN

Presents

(Clap and scream)

Tali looks seriously at children, Santa, De Luca and

presents.

JOSH

Why you thinking so hard?

TALI

(Gets fright)

Oh Josh, shoo, you gave me a

fright. I’m just looking at

everyone’s expressions. See all

the happy faces. It’s so

beautiful.

JOSH

It is a good day.

GREG

(O.S.)

Ho Ho Ho

(Each time he takes out a

present)

Coco runs into Tali’s knees. Dances up and down with a

pink box.

(CONTINUED)
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COCO

Open please.

Tali sits on ground. Coco sits too. Tali opens present.

Reveals Barbie doll. Coco hugs doll to chest. Sways side

to side. Tucks her head into her chest to shield her doll

from the world.

Josh kneels down next to Tali and Coco.

JOSH

What a beautiful doll. Is she

your friend?

Coco nods un-assuredly.

JOSH (CONT’D)

What’s her name?

Coco looks at Tali for re-assurance.

TALI

She’s beautiful so she must have

a name.

COCO

Princess.

(Softly. Takes the doll out

of her hold to look at it.)

TALI

Yes. That is because she is a

princess isn’t she. Only a

princess is so beautiful.

Coco places the doll in her lap. Takes out clothes from

box one by one.

Merle joins with Cole Jnr. He has a toy truck.

Puts Cole down next to Coco. Coco shows him her doll.

Tali starts to stand up. Josh offers his hand.

Tali Josh Merle Garth Sondra Neville Cheri Tian Gina JURIE

stand in a group.

Men leave to get drinks.

MERLE

Josh seems to have attached

himself to you.

TALI

He doesn’t really know anyone

else here. He probably feels a

bit out of place. I doubt very

(MORE)
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TALI (cont’d)
much that this is his sort of

thing.

CHERI

Well his father is very much at

home.

(Points to De Luca

encouraging children to give

Santa a hard time.)

TALI

Oh my gosh. I know. Who would’ve

thought this of De Luca, he is so

funny.

INT. TALI’S OFFICE - MORNING

Tali reading local newspaper. Front page article of

children’s party.

TAP on the DOOR. She looks up.

JOSH

Great piece don’t you think?

TALI

It is. I love the photo.

TALI POV - NEWSPAPER

Josh smiles, waves goodbye with the newspaper.

Tali looks at photo again. Jumps up. Makes twenty copies.

INT. ORPHANAGE - PLAY ROOM - EARLY EVENING

Children playing quietly with their toys.

Tali walks in quietly. Gives minister Wade laminated

copies of photo.

TALI

Thought the children might like a

copy. Look at their adorable

faces.

MINISTER WADE

Tali this is so perfect.

He hands out photo to children. They forget toys. laugh

at photo and each other.

Tali and minister Wade sit at table.

Coco sits on Tali’s lap.

(CONTINUED)
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TALI

Would it be okay if I come around

a few evenings and read stories

to the children, tuck them into

bed.

MINISTER WADE

Would I mind? Goodness Tali

definitely not, in fact I am

asking members to do exactly that

at least one night a week. It

would mean so much to the

children.

TALI

My dad and Cole would’ve loved

Saturday’s party.

MINISTER WADE

I know Tali. I pictured them

laughing their heads off with the

rest of us. I know they were

watching it all from heaven Tali.

Tali smiles. Plays with Coco.

EXT. STRAND BEACH - AFTERNOON

Garth surfing. Tali Merle Cole Jnr. on beach.

MERLE

Are you going to ask anyone to

the charity dinner you said Cheri

invited you to?

TALI

I doubt it.

MERLE

Why not?

TALI

I’ve just not thought about it. I

don’t see why I have to take

someone with me in any case. I

don’t know of anyone I could ask.

MERLE

Not true. You can ask Josh.

TALI

You’re kidding right? Why do you

think I should ask my boss, are

you crazy? In any case I doubt

he’d go with me.

(Very defensive.)
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MERLE

Well I think you’re wrong. I

think he would be very obliging.

TALI

Nope not going to happen.

Sit silently watching Garth surf for a few minutes.

TALI

Why did you suggest Josh?

MERLE

I think he is a nice person. I

know he’s your boss but I just

think you get on so well outside

of work to.

TALI

Hmm, Well I’m not going to ask

anyone, thanks all the same.

INT. ADMIN OFFICE - COFFEE MACHINE - AFTERNOON

Tali Cheri Sondra Gina having lunch.

Tali jumps up after looking at her phone. Grabs her bag

rushes to the elevator. Cheri rushes after her.

ELEVATOR ENTRANCE

CHERI

So what are you going to wear to

the charity dinner.

TALI

Oh no. what with being so busy

with work I completely forgot

about an outfit, now I’ve only

got tomorrow and Friday to figure

something out.

(Looks at elevator doors.)

Number two.

(Scottish accent.)

Elevator doors open.

TALI

(Stepping into elevator.)

I’ll find something in my

cupboard I’m sure but if I not,

you won’t mind if I raid yours

again will you?

(CONTINUED)
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CHERI

(As doors are closing)

Of course you can. Let me know.

INT. ELEVATOR - AFTERNOON

Josh standing in rear of elevator. Flipping through pile

of papers.

Smiles at Tali.

Tali turns to face doors.

JOSH

(While still reading)

The beauty of being a woman is if

you can’t buy it, borrow it and

man will never know the

difference.

(Chuckles loudly. Still

reading.)

TALI

(Blushes)

It’s for a charity dinner Cheri’s

husband Tian is forcing me to go

to on Saturday. I haven’t even

given a thought to what I’m going

to wear. I know you men can’t

grasp the concept that women

actually have to plan this sort

of thing, but we do and I

haven’t.

Josh shuts his folder. Elevator doors open. Walk in

silence to their offices.

INT. TALI’S OFFICE - DOORWAY - AFTERNOON

Tali almost about to go into office.

TALI

Would you like to come with me to

the charity dinner.

(Gasps. Horrified that she

blurted that out.)

She stands frozen. Her face as red as her jersey.

Recovers slightly.

TALI

Uh, sorry that was very blunt of

me. I’m sure you have better

things to do with your life.

(CONTINUED)
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JOSH

Actually

(Suppressing a laugh.)

I would love that, besides I

don’t have anything better to do

with my life this weekend. What

time must I pick you up?

TALI

Oh, um, really are you sure?

JOSH

Of course Tali. What time would

you like me to pick you up?

TALI

(Still blushing)

Thank you. Six is fine. I can

always meet you at the venue.

JOSH

Absolutely not. Saturday at six

then.

Smiles. Walks off to his office.

TALI’S DESK

Send group Skype message to Cheri Sondra Gina.

"I can’t believe what I just did and the words were out

before I even knew what I was saying - I asked Josh to go

to the charity dinner with me and he said yes....What is

wrong with me?????? .....I’m so stupid!!!!:"

She sits back in her chair slaps her forehead a few times.

Skype messages CHIME on her PC instantly.

"CHERI: Hahahahahaha - EXCELLENT"

"SONDRA: I think I just peed my pants laughing"

"GINA: Hehehehehe"

Tali sends message back.

"I am not happy with my support group right now! Cheri

will raid your cupboard tonight"
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INT.CHERI’S HOUSE - BEDROOM - CLOSET - EVENING

Tali admires Cheri’s large collection of dresses.

TALI

Wow you have your very own

boutique here.

CHERI

Well I don’t have a daughter to

buy pretty things for and I

simply can’t resist a pretty

dress.

(Laughs.)

Tali looks trough dresses. Tries on a few.

Sits on bed holding the chosen dress.

TALI

I feel like I’m betraying Cole.

CHERI

Well I thought you might, but

don’t judge yourself for that.

When we were in Geneva you said

that you decided you had to move

forward, well this is moving

forward. No one said it would be

easy.

TALI

You sure this is right? He is

still my boss.

CHERI

He is also a friend and it’s not

even a date Tali. That dress is

perfect.

INT. ORPHANAGE - GIRLS BEDROOM - EVENING

Tali shows dress to girls.

Long sleeve black dress. Round neck - front. Square back.

Tapers to the waist. Flares to full length. Green scarf.

Sways side to side holding dress against her. MATERIAL

SWISHES.

COCO

it’s so pretty

MIKA

Tali a princesth

(Tali hugs her.)
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Tali tucks girls into bed. Kisses goodnight. Gives Coco

extra long hug.

INT. ORPHANAGE - MINISTER WADE’S OFFICE - EVENING

TALI

I know this is very soon, but I

want to adopt Coco.

MINISTER WADE

(Surprised)

Really? Are you sure? This is not

something you can return.

TALI

Very sure. I have stopped

thinking about it since we first

met.

MINISTER WADE

Okay. Well, it’s a long process

with lots of paperwork and

meetings.

TALI

Yes I realise that. But I’m

prepared for all that. To change

the subject, I suppose you’ve

heard I asked Josh to the charity

dinner.

MINISTER WADE

And you feel like you betraying

Cole. Well Tali, you’re not. And

for the first time, yes I know

it’s not a date, but for the

first time back in the field I

think he is a perfect candidate.

INT. TALI’S HOUSE - LOUNGE - EVENING

KNOCK on DOOR.

Tali walks from bedroom to lounge. Shakes her hands

nervously. Blows out long breath. Opens door.

TALI

Hello Josh, please come in.

JOSH

Hi Tali. You look lovely.

TALI

Thank you, so do you.

(Blushes.)

You really didn’t have to take

(MORE)
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TALI (cont’d)
the colour coding thing

seriously.

(Points to Josh’s tie that

matches her scarf.)

Tali gets bag from bedroom.

Josh looks at photos still displayed all over lounge.

Tali returns to lounge. Motions to Josh they can leave.

INT. CARMINE HOTEL - SERENITY HALL - EVENING

Decor very grand.

Tali Josh ushered to their table.

TALI

Oh goodness I don’t fit don’t

places like this. It’s so fancy.

JOSH

(Chuckles)

You really have an issue with

fancy don’t you?

TABLE

First to arrive at the table.

Josh pulls out seat for Tali.

Josh sits.

JOSH

Have you always been a Christian?

TALI

(Little surprised.)

Ever since I can remember. You

knew my father so you know that

he lived for God and His church.

When I left school though I fell

away, not my belief or faith but

my commitment. Then when Cole

started asking questions I

realized how far I had slipped

away. So as Cole studied more and

more and was finally baptized I

found my way back with him.

JOSH

Do you ever ask questions, I

mean, do you blame God or get

angry with him for what happened?

(CONTINUED)
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TALI

(Takes a deep breath and a sip of

wine.)

Um, it was very difficult at

first. I tried to explain it to

myself over and over again, tried

to figure out why it had to

happen, especially since Cole had

just started out his new life as

a Christian, you know.

(Shifts in her seat. Sips

wine. Clears her throat.)

I never understood how my mum

could be so cheerful and I

couldn’t be. I thought I should

have been more like her. One day

minister Wade came to visit me

and we spoke for hours. I knew I

was not to blame God and all I

had to do was accept His greater

plan. Questioning Him and trying

to find the answers myself would

never allow me to serve God in my

life and anyway it’s not what God

teaches.

(Sips wine.)

JOSH

There are not many people in this

world that would react any

differently to the way you did.

In fact most would never recover

from it.

TALI

I have a great support system. My

family, the church and a few very

close friends. Without them who

knows how I would have got

through it.

JOSH

And the support from your work

colleagues hey.

(Smirks)

CHERI

(O.S.)

Sorry we’re late.

Cheri Tian Sondra Neville Gina Jurie sit.

MOMENTS LATER

During dinner. Auction is held.

(CONTINUED)
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Josh buys a vase.

JOSH

For my mother.

TABLE GUESTS

Awwwww

Josh blushes.

Band plays.

Josh stands up. Holds out hand to Tali. They take to dance

floor.

Laugh together as they make turn after turn. Tali’s dress

swishes.

Several dances later. Return to table.

Josh holds out seat for Tali. Sits after her.

Swallow their wine in thirst.

JOSH

You mentioned that Cole was

baptized. Do you mean full

immersion?

TALI

Yes. Your body must be completely

immersed under water. Do you

believe in God?

JOSH

(Sips wine. Smiles.)

Well this might surprise you but

I was baptized when I was twenty

five. When I was living in Italy.

TALI

Really?

JOSH

I was not always a very nice

person Tali.

(Bad face.)

After I got my BCom degree I went

on a gap year to Italy, as I told

you before. What I didn’t tell

you was that while I was there I

got involved with the wrong side

of my family. I mean the bad,

seriously bad people in my

family. The drug dealers and

alcoholics. Lets just say the

(MORE)
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JOSH (cont’d)
gutter was a five star hotel. My

aunt, Sophia, hauled me off the

street one day and took me

straight to her church. It got me

thinking about my life and where

I had landed up. Grateful as I

was to her I still felt very lost

and just couldn’t fit in at her

church.

(Sips wine.)

So I started searching for a

place where I felt comfortable,

and I did. After a lot of

studying and a lot of soul

searching I was baptized. My aunt

was happy for me but not

impressed that I had not

conformed to her beliefs. she

told my father before I did. Next

minute my father was in Italy and

offering me a position at the

company. As things were at the

time I didn’t have anything else

keeping me busy so I left with

him and here I am.

(Raises his hands. Lets them

rest on his lap again.

Relieved.)

TALI

Why did you never say anything to

me?

JOSH

I was afraid of stepping over the

employer, employee boundary I

guess.

TALI

So where do you worship now?

JOSH

Actually no where at the moment.

I’ve been to a few churches but

still can’t find one I feel that

teaches the absolute truth. I

supposed you’ve noticed me gazing

out of the window a lot? It’s

because I’m speaking to God,

asking Him to give me the right

words to say. Since I’m not in a

church it’s a way for me to stay

close to God, so that I don’t

fall away because I’m not amongst

other Christians.

Josh stands up, Holds out his hand.
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JOSH

The music is being wasted.

INT. MR DE LUCA’S HOUSE - GUEST ROOM - AFTERNOON

Rose stares at Tali. Eyes welled up with tears.

ROSE

You look so beautiful Talia-May.

I’m going to go now before I cry

my face into a mess. I love you

my dear.

Rose kisses Tali cheek. hugs and leaves.

TALI

Thanks mum. I love you so much.

Coco tugs at Tali’s hand. She is about to explode with

excitement.

COCO

We going to start now mummy? Is

it time? Can I go now?

TALI

Oh Coco, I love you so much. I

still can’t believe the adoption

went so quickly and I want to

melt every time you call me

mummy. God has truly blessed me

with you.

(Hugs Coco. Holds her hands

in hers.)

Yes I thinks its time sweetheart.

COCO

Yippee. I love you mummy, you

look just like a queen.

Coco stares into Tali’s eyes. Her nose touching Tali’s.

Her tiny hands hold Tali’s cheeks. Serious for a few

seconds. Giggles. Runs to get her basket.

Tali stands in front of mirror.

TALI POV - REFLECTION IN MIRROR.

Checks hair and makeup.

She’s wearing the Earrings Cole gave her. They peak out

from beneath the curls as they fall naturally down her

back.

Straightens her dress. Silver satin and lace. Tiny beads

embroidered onto bodice. Front has gentle sweetheart

neckline and cap sleeves which extend from the bodice as a

broad band around the middle of upper arm.

(CONTINUED)
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KNOCK on DOOR.

Eric enters.

Coco jumps up and down.

COCO

It’s time. It’s time. Yay. Hello

Uncle Eric, Look at me, I look so

pretty. I’m a princess.

ERIC

You are the most beautiful

princess I have ever seen.

(Bows in gentlemanly

fashion.)

Coco giggles ex-tactically.

ERIC

Hey Tali. Wow. You look

absolutely stunning. Wow.

Tali lightly hugs Eric. Afraid to mess the hair,makeup,

dress.

TALI

Thanks Eric. Coco is besides

herself. I think if we don’t get

started soon she will burst.

Coco still dancing around.

ERIC

Well we’re all ready, just

waiting for you.

Extends his arm. Tali links her arm into it.

EXT. MR DE LUCA’S HOUSE - GARDEN - MARQUEE - AFTERNOON

Door to garden open.

REVERSE ANGLE

Coco bounces along grass carpet. Combination of slow

motion and trotting. Throws petals from basket up. Watches

as they fall to ground.

Wedding guests very amused.

Orphanage and church youth choir start to sing.

Guests rise.

Tali and Eric walk down carpet.

CLOSE - JOSH’S FACE

(CONTINUED)
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Looks in complete awe and love at Tali.

REVERSE ANGLE

Almost at the front. Eric stops. Releases Tali’s arm.

Kisses her cheek.

ERIC

I love you sis, with all my

heart.

(Gives Tali hand to Josh.)

You take care of her.

(Shakes Josh hand.)

Tali Josh walk slowly last few steps.

Josh does not take his eyes off Tali.

JOSH

You are so beautiful.

Stand in front of minister Wade.

CLOSE - TALI AND JOSH’S FACES.

Tali Josh face each other.

Josh raises Tali’s right hand to his lips. Very softly

kisses Cole’s engagement ring on Tali’s index finger.

MINISTER WADE

(O.S)

Uh, uh, uh. None of that until I

say so.

Everyone snicker.

Tali looks at her mum seated in front row.

TALI POV - ROSE

A tear falls down Rose cheek. Smiles at Tali.

ROSE

I love you.

(Whispers.)

CLOSE ON - TALI

Tear falls down her cheek. Same time as Rose. Smiles at

Rose.

TALI

Love you too.

(Whispers.)
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EXT. STRAND BEACH - SUNSET - EVENING

Silhouette Tali and Josh watching sunset.

TALI

(V.O.)

I have loved before and through

this love and loss a few souls

have been added to God’s Kingdom

and to His service. God has taken

me on a journey and now I must

ride along on it with a partner

equally passionate about doing

good works pleasing to God.

Amongst people whom I love and

love me back I realise that God

opens doors. We must walk through

them to find the path He wishes

for us to take and in everything

give glory to God.

"Song plays: Pie Jesu by Chris Chameleon."

FADE OUT


